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reception at Hotel Peabody
The reception is being ar-
ranged by several Memphians
to welcome the Memphis con-
gressman back from the first
session of the 89th Congress and
back from his trip to Viet Nam.
Congressman Conyers w a s
elected to Congress last year
from the new Michigan First
Congressional District with 84
per cent of the vote, the seventh
highest percentage for any eon-
lirssman in the United States.
Atty. H. T. Lockard,
kr of the Shelby County Court
and graduate of LeMoyne Col-
lege, will serve as general
chairman of the annual United
Negro College Fund campaign
which got underway this week
in the Memphis area.
Kickoff meeting for the 1965
drive was scheduled for Wed.,
night of this week, Nov. 17, at
7:30 in the Commons on the
LeMoyne College campus. Dr.
Walter W. Gibson, chairman
of the natural science depart-
Rent at LeMoyne, was chosen
es the task of delivering thei
Congressman Conyers is the
Jr. (D-Mich) will be among Committee, of which Congress-
congressmen coining to Mem-
man Grider is also a member.
Pllia November 23 for a "Wel- 
BORN IN DETROIT
come Home George Grider" first Negro to serve on this
committee whose legislative
jurisdiction includes civil rights,
election laws, impeachment pro-
ceedings, immigration, anti-
trust and revision of the
Federal legal codes.
Born in Detroit, Congress-
man Conyers attended schools
there and received his A.B. and
law degrees from Wayne State
University. Ile entered the
Army as a private and was re-
leased as a second lieutenant
after four years service, in-
kickoff address.
Goal for the campaign this
year in Memphis is $25,C00.‘
WORTHY PROJECT
Squire Lockard announced
this week that Miss Harry
Mae Simons, principal of Mag-
nolia Elementary School, has
agreed to serve again as chair-
man of the City School Teach-
ers Division. Principals 11.-- J.
Roddy and Cornell Wells are
co-chairmen of the County
School Teachers Division.
"I accept the general chair-
manship of tpis campaign be-
cause it is a worthy project and
deserves the support of all citi-
zens. I believe we can reach
the goal of $25,000 if all per-
sons give their whole-hearted
support," said Attorney Lock-
The squire was graduated
from LeMoyne in 1948 and re-
ceived his law degree from
Lincoln University in Jefferson
City, Mo. He was a staff ser-
geant in the U.S. Army.
SERVES AS JUDGE
He is a past presidert of the
State NAACP and aervt; as
one of the lawyers for the local
NAACP.
He was elected to the County
Court last year and since then
has been appointed a special
judge in City Court by Mayor
Ingram,
Jester Student To Co
Miss LeJeao, Martin, 17-year-
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thelbert Martin of 29M Yale
ave., will leave Memphis early
next week to join a group of
Seventh pay Adventist youth
- for a tour of Guatemala.
4 senior at Lester High
school, Miss Martin will be
representing the young people
of The Mississippi Blvd. Seventh
D4 Adventist on the tour
which is to last front Nov. 24.
MISS I.E JEAN MARTIN
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1965
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Tag — SAINTS BURN MORTGAGE:
Receiving inspiration through prayer of-
f db   Bishops
divorce was filed in Circuit
Court by Atty. A. A. Letting,
for his client, Mrs. Johnetta
Kelso Hazay, charging her hus-
band, Emmitt Omens Hozay, 38,
of Los Anaeles, Calif, with
abandonment.
The couple separated by mu-
tual consent in April of this
year: They were married De-
cember 27, 1961.
Mr. Horsy, owner of the Aries
REV. JOHN CONYERS Recording 
Company in Los
:Angeles, is a member of the
L. Burns, Jr., John Collier, famous. "Men of Tomorrow,"
Frank H. Crump, Jr.. Fred P. Club, a group noted for. their
'Gages, Benjamin Goodman, Ju- civic interests and activities.
lien H. Horenberg, Walk C. He is a 32nd degree Mason and
Jones III, Barclay McFadden, is a member of the Holland
Roy Marc, Tommy Powell;Chapter Lodge.
Hollis Price, Downing Pryor; He won the Purple Heart Me-
Albert C. Rickey, William Ross, dal having served and having
Joseph Schaeffer, Irby Seay,!been wounded in action while
:Herbert Sheinberg, Lydel Sims,with the United States Navy.
IThomas N. Stern, Russell B. Su-J.1e is a licensed property+. ap-,
larmon Jr., A. Maceo Walker.,praiser and a licensed pilot.
She will leave MemPills on
Monday for Oakwood College
at Huntsville, Ala., where she
will join two other young per-
sons and a sponsor for an auto-
mobile trip to Miami.
The young people, who will
be arriving from the states
which comprise the Southern
Union Conference of Seventh
Day Adventists, are to leave
Miami International Airport a-
board two DC-6. planes of the
Aviateca Airlines.
GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS
The young tourists will be
accompanied on the trip by a
doctor and a nurse, slid will I
stop at one of three hotels in
Guatemala City.
They have been cautioned a-
gainst drinking water from fau-
cets away from the approved
areas and to beware of pick-
pockets in the markets. The
group has been told not to pay
the first price asked in the
market at Chiehicastenango,
so as to enjoy the fun of bar-
gaining.
Miss Martin plans to carry a
movie camera and film so as
to photograph pictures to be:
'shown later to members of her
I See LESTER, Page 2
HONORED AT LUNCHEON—"Miss Social Belle" contest-
ants were honored during a luncheon given for them at the
Passport Room of the Memphis Metropolitan Airport last
Sunday afternoon, and on; of the girls will be crowned on
Friday night during a Coronation Ball at Club Paradise.
Contestants seen here, are from left on front row, Misses
Mary Robinson, Laura Harris, Patricia Mayweather, Car.
la Alien, the present "Miss Social Belle:" Janet Horne and
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Congressman Conyers To•
Attend Grider Reception
Representative John Conyers,, lie serves on the Judiciary eluding 12 months in Korea I
Where he received combat and
merit citations.
Before his election to Con-
gress he praetteed law in De-
troit. He was invite dto the;
White House by the late Pre-
sident Kennedy in June, 1963,
to assist in the formation of
a national committee of lawyers
to ease racial tensions through-
out the nation.
llohAnIcrryPa cdr lunuunu uu
OTHERS COMING
Other congressmen corning
for the Gelder reception in-
include Representative Richard
Fulton (D., Tenn.) William An-
derson (D. Tenn.) Robert Ev-
erett (D., Tenn.) Charles Welt-
ner (D., Ga.) Lee Hamilton
(D.. Ind.), E. C. Gathinas
Ara.) and John J. Gilligan In ,-
Ohio).
E.W. 'Ned' Cook, Gil Bran-
don, and Ernest' Schumacher
are co-chairmen of a com-' ere yMother AnnBailey, 
mittee planning the reception. I the Church of God In Christ gather at the
Other members are Alfred' entrance of the Mason Temple for a Mort-
al. Alprin, Bert Bates Samuel - - - •
gage Burning Program for the Publishing
House. Standing left to right are Bishops
U. Washington, A. B. McEwens, J. S.
Bailey, J. 0. Patterson, and C. II. Brewer.
On October 18, a Petition :for Mrs. 1-bray, the former John-
lett* Walker is a Fisk University
Igraduate and the widow of Dr.
'Julian W. Kelso who died in
1 1960. She is the daughter of the
late Dr. J. E. Walker, Founder
of Universal Life Insurance'
iCompany and the Tri-Statel
'Bank of Memphis.
I She is one of the founders of
the Mississippi Boulevard Chris-
tian church where she is an
active worker. The versatile
Mrs. Hozay is also active in
civic and social work. She is a ;
life member of Alpha Kappa,
Alpha sorority and a past ba-'
sileus of the Memphis Chapter.
She is a life member of the NA-
ACP and serves actively in the




, Mrs. Hozay served as a board
member of the Memphis Heart
Association for three years and
Services for Mr. Thomas
Harvey, a former alemehlan
who moved to Los Angeles,
Calif., were held in that city
on Saturday, Nov. 13.
Mr. Harvey is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mary Harvey; a
daughter, Miss Gloria Mae liar-
vey, and four sons, Rev. Oscar
Harvey, Hoyle llarvey, Royle
Harvey -and Eugene Harvey.
His survivors also include
two sisters, Mrs. Rosie Gaw-
ward of Newbern, Tenn.; Mrs.
Mary Bentley and a brother.
Johnnie Harvey of Memphis.
Mrs. Bentley, who operates
the alerryland Kindergarten at
2549 Carnes ave., and Mrs. Ga-
ward flew to California for
their brother's funeral.
Vera Wright. Carletta Hayes, Bernice Ransom, Phyllis
Ross, Linda Coleman, Relzie McNeal and Georgia Hawkins.
On back row, same order. are Misses Rosalyn Willis, John-
nie Anderson, Janet Yarbrough, Christine Taylor and Cattle
Crossley. Not shown are Misses Ruby Bell and Ethel John-
son, The c.oronation will begin on Friday at lo p.m., and
the ball will follow. Ticket.; foi the affair may be obtained
From the NAACP offi(e at 234 Hernando St. (Withers Photo)
Miss Scitial Belle Coronation
In a letter filed with the
Memphis Chapter of the NAA-
CP, Mrs. Barbara Garner, the
mother of nine children ages
one through 15, and wife of
WDIA's famed Bob "Honey-
moon" Garner. accused Mem-
phis police of brutality. She
gives the following account of
what happened Thursday night,
Nov. It:
At approximately 9 p.m., Of-
ficers J. E. Cross and Christo-
pher entered her home on a
pretense of having been called
to answer a complaint of dis-
orderly conduct.
After being told that she had
not placed a call and knew
nothing of a disturbance, the
two officers began to search
her home. When asked wheth-
er they lied a search warrant,
Officer Cross answered nega-
tively and said he didn't need
one.
Mrs. Garner asked Officer
Cross not to go into the bed-
rooms as she had a daughter
l in bed and others preparing forbed. She closed the bedroom
doors and her 14-year-old son
was shoved aside as he tried
to close a third door.
Mrs. Garner was not dressed
when the officers entered her
home and went to the bedroom
to dress' where she was pushed
into the closet. After pushing
her intio the closet, she said
the officers began searching it.
Mrs. Gamer said she pushed
the officer out of the closet and
he twisted her arm behind her.
She Was later pushed out of
the house and into the patrol
car where she was kicked. A
bruise is visible on her leg.
At Armour Station, after
having been beaten and insult-
ed with physical and vulgar
passes—there are bruises on
her body— she and her son
were charged with disorderly
conduct and resisting arrest.
A hearing was continued
from 9:00, Nov. 12, until 9:00
Nov. 19. The Garners posted
$77 bond on the charges in
Judge Weinma's court.
Mrs. Garner feels that all
these incidents were precipi-
tated when her ten-year-o/d son,
Ronni. playing on the sidewalk
with a plastic pistol said,
"Bang, bang" to Officers Cross
and Christopher as they passed
on the street. ,
The officers came back and
as Mrs. Garner came to the
porch she said and began curs-
ing her 4-year-old son who had
gone to see about his younger
brother.
She asked if her son had
broken a law, and told them
if he had, arrest him, but if
not, to refrain from interfer-
ing,with his rights. -
Mother Of Seven Is
Slain By Her Ex-Mate
A 25-year-old mother of seven
children ranging in ages from
one to eight was shot to death
early Sunday morning following
an argument over a warrant is-
sued by Juvenile Court order-
ing him to pay child support.
Six other persons were shot
on the weekend, four of them by
persons involved in gambling
games.
Shot once in the hand and
once in the abdomen was Mrs.
Nobiline Lambert of 1245 Fire-
stone. Surrendering a ,,short
time later at the Police head-;
quarters was Lemon Lipscomb,
38, of 1499 Gill.
Insp. E. C. Swann, head of
the Homicide Division, said
Lispcom Ib, who was divorced 
from Mrs. Lambert, went by
1245 Firestone to see his for-
mer wife and seven children,
and while there the two argued
about the warrant issued hy
Juvenile Court directing him to
pay for the support of the chil-
dren.
WHIPPED CHILD
A short time after the argu-
ment was settled, police said
Mrs. Lipscomb was punishing
five-year-old Lemon Lipscomb
with a switch for something he
had done, when her former hos-
ban began arguing about the
m alter.
When the argument became
heated, Lipscomb pulled out a
.25 automatic pistol and shot
Mrs. Lambert twice. She was
Pronounced dead on arrival at
John Gaston hospital.
Lipscomb was to he charged
with murder on Monday after-
noon in City Court.
Claude Lawson, 39, of 2473
Dexter was shot in the left side
of the neck while leaving a
'house at 1194 N. Hollywood, and
police charged Mrs. Alzada
Jones of that address with as-
sault to murder.
The victim told officers that
he had gone by to visit Mrs.
Jones, a former girl friend, and
after the two had had several
drinks. Lawson said he was
going borne to his wife.
He said Mrs. Jones told hint
that something would happen
to him if he went out the door,
and that as he was going off
the porch, she fired once, hit-
ting him in the left side of the
neck. Ile is in John Gaston hos-
See SLAIN, Page 2
Turner Replies To Critics
Of NAACP In Politics
Since its founding 55 years
ago, the NAACP, the largest
and most effective organization
fighting for the full rights of
Negroes, and its leaders have
been the center of many con-
troversies. Our Memphis
Branch, which has won the
award for being the most out:
standing branch in the NAACP
for 4 of the last 5 years is no
exception.
A common method of attack
is for the critics, particularly
those who are supposed to be
friendly to the NAACP to stkte
that the NAACP is fine, but its
leaders are failing; yet most
people know that no organiza-
tion, regardless of its purpose,
can succeed without good lead-
ers. An organization can he no
better than its members a n it
leaders.
The primary reason for
most attacks on the Associa-
tion by a handful of Negroes
has been and continues to be
the NAACP's venture into civil
rights problems, whic h, be-
cause of varying causes — per-
sonal. political, selfish, lack of
knowledge or lack of vision —
these Negroes fall or refuse to
understand.
For the segregationists, such
as Ross Barnett of Mississippi,
Governor Wallace of Alabama,
the White Citizen's Council and
the KKK and also, a few Ne-
groes, the NAACP has been too
successful and these critics
never fail to seize on any op-
portunity available to attempt
to destroy the beacon light of
freedom — the NAACP.
Unfortunately, the more vie-
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Where And When To Go
SOCIAL CLUB OFFICERS — Members of the La Nesseree
Social club presented a dance recently at the Paramount
club, and here the young officers are seen during the affair.
From left are LaVerne Miller, assistant business manager;
Linda Miller, vice president; Rosanna Smith, reporter;
The EBONY FASHION
' 
a don& Negro-oriented publics-
traveling fashion show present- tion, will appear here Wednes-
led by EBONY Magazine, a na-iday, November 17, at the Muni.
Ace Applimice Mid-South's Oldest and Largest Exclusive RCA Victor Dealer
ENJOY COLOR ON ALL 3 MAJOR
TV NETWORKS THIS FALL .4
RCA VICTOR Yew Ws° ( 5 ¶) TV
SWIVEL COLOR TV COMPACT COLONIAL Thrill to vivid, true•to-lifo Color/
• RCA Solid Copper Circuits
• Glare-proof RCA Hi-Lrre Tust
• Super-powerful 25,C00-volt chase%
• RCA Automate Color Pertfier
Ti. (Slots





RCA VICTOR New tsta
COLOR TV
• RCA Solid Copper Circuits
• Give-proof RCA rii-Ltrt -rust
• Super-powerful 25,030-volt chassis
• RCA Automate Color Purifier
Inneinn
.0 n.11 al Moot IN
:I. rune wnoreti *4..4
2.5 in. n•enes
21" TUBE*COLOR TV
• New RCA Hi Lit. Color Tube
• RCA Sekei Copper Circults
• Super Peeerfel 25,000 Volt Nee V,sta Color
• RCA Autornefic C010f Purifier
EXTRA-SPECIAL STEREO VALUE
Total Sound Solid State stereo PhorOgraPh 95with two 9- oval duo-cone speakers and two
31/2" tweeters for dimensional sound SolidState stereo amplifier is cool-operating—no
tubes—no tube replacement or heat problems.
Studiomattc changer features Feather ActionTone Arm for amazing record protection.
ECONOMY CONSOLETTE TV
RCA VICTOR .NwT/t'secii TV
• All-channel VHF and UHF tuning
• Powerful New Vista Tuners
• Improved 4,500-volt chassis (design
• New RCA tintipd Pan-O-Ply picture tube
• cue 6' x 4' duo-cone speaker
• One-set VHF fine tuning
Special Purchase
LOCATIONS1
SOLID STATE PERSONAL TV
3411 mono L. E. Gatlin WHITINAVIN
Phone 324-4401
R. G. Kink,* Oft 1/..n, In
PLENTY OP MI PANIUMO Phone 396-0995
Lacuria Morgan, chaplain; Mille Eva Smith, parliamen-
tarian; Rose Marie Hunter, president; Della Thomas, ser-
geant-at-arms, and Beverly rioter, secretary. (Robert
Morris Photo)
cipal Auditorium for the bene-
fit of the Memphis Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.
Ten of the nation's most at-
tractive Negro female models
and one male model will dis-
Continued From Page 1
secured many funds for the
organization. She is presently
a member of the Goodwill Aid
to Dependent Children Bureau,
Inc.
She has received best dressed
citations from Ebony. Jet, and
Our World magazines. Many
clubs have given her trophies
for the funds she has raised for
various charities over the years
by modeling from her personal
wardrobe.
Mrs. Hozay is a stockholder
of Universal Life Insurance
Company.. and the Tri-State
Bank, both of which her brother
A. Maceo Walker, is president.
She includes as her hobbies
stamp collecting, poetry writ-
ing and she is an accomplished
pianist. She travels extensively
and has toured many countries
including Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica,
Mexico, Europe, Africa and
Asia, and the Holy Lands.
play some of the latest crea-
tions by national and interna-
tionally-known designers.
The EBONY Fashion Fair is
an annual fall production. It is
scheduled to appear in 64 cities
where it will be sponsored by
some local, civic, or fraternal
organization for a charitable
purpose.
The show grew out of a Pro-
ject originated by the late Freda
DeKnight, home service direc-
tor of EBONY Magazine. It
was initially planned for the
purpose of featuring some of
the loveliest Negro models in
creations by famous designers,
and only in several key cities.
It has proven so popular in
Its seven-year history that
more than $700,000 has been
raised for designated charities.
Proceeds from the fashion
show will go toward the con-
tinuance of scholarship aid to
LeMoyne and, Owen colleges,
and Memphis State University,
and other organization with
which the chapter works.
Mrs. Janet Lewis Henson,
ticket chairman, said ticket re-
servations can still be made by
contacting: M r s. ErnesUue
Cunningham, General Chair-
man, 942-5954; Miss Mose
Yvonne Brooks, chapter presi-
dent, 946-0748, or by contacting
any member of the chapter.
lasition specialists in sires




we wish ail delegates: a pleasant stay in
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tories the NAACP achieves for
the Negro and democracy, the
More vicious and numerous are
Its attacks. In too many in-
stances, Negroes, w h o them-
selves are enjoying the benefits
of victories won by the local
branch of the NAACP and the
National Office of the NAACP
wittingly or otherwise, become
a part of the resources which
the segregationists use to
further their aim.
The NAACP has led most of
the political fights for legisla-
tion to eliminate racial dis-
crimination f rom American
life. These included political
activities at the national, state
and local levels. Locally, the
NAACP's fights against Mayor
Ingram's appointments of Bos-
worth as president of the Mem-
phis Board of Education and
his former secretary as co-ordi-
nator of our community action
program were political. &mil- by officers on Monday. Ile "will
arty were the NAACP's suc-I be charged with assault to
cessful fight to get a Negro as
director or deputy director of
the Neighborhood Youth Corps
murder. • , er•
Three men showed up at
John Gaston hospital early
and the final desegregation of Sunday morning suffering fro
our local public facilities. The bullet wounds, but none WO
most affective lobbyist for give the name of the assailant,
whom they said began shooting,
and then grabbed up a $20 'bill •
In a dice game and fled.
The shooting victims were,
Herman Brown, 53, of 510.
Trigg, who was shot in the
arm; Jesse Williams, 39, of 1867
Netherwood, who was shot in
the left shoulder, and Samuel
Patton, 6, of 1245 S. Orleans,
who was shot in the right leg.
The victims said that they
were in an apartment at 300
Lucy, Apt. 6, when a man pull-
ed the gun, picked up U614-
longing to Williams and then
started firing. The apartment
Is occupied by a Mrs. Christine
Bailey and C. Y. Sanders. The
victims were treated and re-
leased.
DOWNED DOMINO-H1C!
NEWPORT. Isle Of Wight —
(UPI) — Michael Dennis was
recovering from an operation
to retrieve a domino piece which
he swallowed. The domino
flipped into his glass of beer
while he was playing with
friends.
civil rights in Washington is
Clarence Miltchell of o u r
NAACP Washington Bureau.
So when anyone says that
politics is outside the scope of
operations of the NAACP,
locally or nationally, 'he tip.
parently, knows very little a-
bout the NAACP.
Mayor Ingram's proposed
anti-poverty program is nothing
more than an extension of the
local welfare program which
requires begging by the poor
and needy of our community
to secure meager funds hardly
sufficient to sustain them. The
anti-poverty program should
not require anyone to sell his
"soul" or allegiance to enjoy
Its benefits. The NAACP con-
tends that the most effective
method to prevent this growth
of "handouts" Is for the poor
people and the Negroes to be
represented by people selected
by themselves.
Many NAACP leaders have
lost their lives fighting for Ne-
groes to have the right to vote
and elect their own leaders in
Mississippi, Alabama and
Louisiana and it certainly will
not accept anything less than
that here in Memphis. The des-
tiny of the Negro in this corn- enth Day Adventist church,
munity is too important to per- miss martin is assistant Rem.
mit any white politician or his
man "Friday" to control the
local Negro voters and the local
branch of the NAACP will not
relent in its fight for this prin-
ciple which will deny to white
politicians t h e opportunity to
select our leaders as they have
done too ofter since and dur- tional Honor Society, the Shot}
Eng slavery. velles Social club, and belongS
to the Gracious Ladies, the
Spanish club and the Library
staff,
Miss Martin's parents
teachers in the Memphis
lie schools. Mrs. Martin is •
first grade teacher at Hyde
Park Elementary school, and
Mr. Martin Is a member of the
Douglass High school faculty.
Mrs. Bernice Bernette Jeff
son told police that she wt 
shot In the face by Frank Jef-
ferson, 58, after she told kim '
that she was going to spend Vete
night with her mother at 38,3A..
Holman.
Without any argument, Mit
Jefferson, 42, told police that.
Jefferson walked into a bed-
room, returned and pointed • it.
at her head. ,
When she realized that the •••
•
man was going to pull the trig-
ger she said that she 
jumped•and a few pellets struck her
in the head. She was admitted'."
to John Gaston hospital in good '
condition.
Jefferson, who lived at 3381" 1
Winchester rd., fled from the,
scene and was still being sought
Lester
Continued From Page I ,
church and to students at Lee-
ter High school, where she hak
already been selected as th'
Speaker for Pan • American
Week.
At the MississiPpi Blvd Sev-
tary of the Sabbath School and
the Youth choir.
NDCC SPONSOR
At Lester, she is an NDCC
sponsor, and secretary of such
organizations as the 12-1 home-
room, the senior class, the Ne-
Free off-street parking
at all Hoehn locations!















































The newest Goodwill collec-
tion box has been placed the
Lake View Gardens Shopping
Center at Horn Lake Road and
February.
Residents of the area between
Whitehaven and Highway 61
are asked to contribute dis-
carded clothing, toys, dolls,
costume jewelry and household
items to the box.
The items make training and
Jobs possible for the handicap-
ped workers at Goodwill In-
dustries.
Roland Maddox waa instru-
mental in having the deposit
station placed in the parking
area of the center.
"Those who donate items to
the box will be helping 40 pro-
vide work and wages for a
hundred and thirty-five handl-
canned men and women," states
Marvin L. McPheron, execu-
tive director of Goodwill _In-
dustries, 94 N. Second.
Items contributed, after re-
conditioning if necessary, are
sold in the Goodwill stores.
Mr. Earnie Wood and Mrs.
Mamie Gore of Chicago were
here from Chicago visiting.
Mrs. Lillie Roberson left Sun-
day to spend a few weeks in
Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Johnson.
Mrs. Mary L. Moore and N.C.
Cole commuted up to Sandusky,
Tammes and Cairo in Southern
\ Illinois to Visit relatives in each
' town last Sunday.
I Michael Manairc and mot-
her spent last weekend, in St.
Louis, Mo.
has participated in the Vesper junior year. She is majoring in . A former exchange student to disjoinm County t ihsoasppitaatli.ehHt itsn cOtna-'
lege have been elected to MISS BACON
Fifteen seniors at Lane col- of Humboldt.
Ichoir the Ministerial Alliance,linathematics. Nebraska, she is majoring in Lillian is listed as serious.
"Who's Who in American Col- The daughter of Mrs. Esther the NAACP, the College Youth English a n d minoring in Nathaniel Christmas is a pa-Mr. Ilaynes is the son of Mr.leges and Universities," -ac- Bacon, Miss Shirley Bacon isTellmeShip. Student Govern-
and Mrs. Lawrence Haynes,' 
French. Itient in the Gibson General
cording to Dr. ilerman Stone. associate editor of the Lane In•'ment Association, and present- (A MEMPHIAN
Jr., dean of instruction at the quiry, a member of the Stu.11y serves as vice president of Sr.. of Millington. He has been;1 Mr. Stansbury, who wrote a 
sh00snpital. He will be released
school in Jackson, Tenn. dent Christian Association, Ves-ISGA, is a member of the Pre- active in the Student NEA for 'student news column for the
. The 15 were chosen on the
basis of scholarship, participa-
tion in campus activities. meri• Senate, the French club the Al- jor is sociology-
pha Gamma chapter of Sigma NAACP and the Student Chris-torious service and • faculty EXCHANGE PIONEER
evaluation. Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., and A pioneer exchange student tian Association. His major is
is assistant secretary of the ,to Nebraska Wesleyan during elementary education and hisThe group includes Miss Slur' 
Student NEA. minor biology.i his junior year, Mr. Christian'ley Ann Bacon, Gracey, KY.;
Miss Dorothy Ann Barnes, Miss Bacon has attended col. served as vice president of his The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.; 
lege on a four-year scholar- freshman class, president of Willie Lewis, Miss Saralee
from the Women's Connection- the sophomore class, president Lewis has been active in the
al Council and received the of the athematics club, he Id Spanish and Music clubs and
Robert E. Christian, Boone- Omega Psi Phi Junior Achieve- membership in the Student Gov- the YWCA and was soloist with
vine, Miss.: Fred Conway, Jr., rdment awa  in Human Rights ernment Association, the Vesta- the Lane college choir for four
Lima, Ohio; Mrs. Getnide Gil- in 1963. Her major is elemen-'er choir, Student Christian As years.
lispie Crymes, Elgin, Ill.. and tary education and her minor sociation and was state editor TWO CROWNS is sociologY•Clayton Roosevelt Ilaynes.' of the Tennessee Academy of Presently reigning as "Miss
Selena during his junior year. Alpha" and "Miss Senior,"
Jackson, Tenn.; William
Blanks, Tupelo, Miss.; Nathan-
iel Carter, Jr., Dayton, Ohio;
'WHO'S WHO' AT LANE — Fourteen of the IS students named to "Who's
Who in American Universities and Colleges" at Lane college in Jackson,
Tenn., are sets here following the announcement of their selectioa by Dr.
Herman Stone, dean of instruction. On front row, from left, are Nathaniel
Carter, ions Faye Nathaniel, Clayton Haynes, Saralee Lewis, Robert Chris-
Han, EinestIne Wilson and Cleveland Stevens. Standing, same order. are Mrs.
Gertrude GlIllsple Crymes, Markum Stansbury, Kathleen Moffitt, Dorothy
Barnes, Zenola Williams, William Blanks and Shirley Bacon. Fred Conway.
Jr., the other student named, Is presently an exchange student at Nebraska
Wesleyan university at Lincoln, Nes. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
per choir, Pre-Nursing club, Alumni club and the Board of
Altar Guild, Young Women's Christian Education. Ills ma-
;Chattanooga; Miss Zenola Wil. Dragonette" and was chosen matics major with a minor in
hams, Bronx, New York. and "Miss Junior." . Ibiology.
IMiss Ernestine Annette Wilson She is a member of the col.,1 Mr. Conway is the son of Mr.
lege chapter of the NAACP, and Mrs. Fred Conway, Sr., of
Alpha Kappa sorority, a for. Lima, Ohio, and is presently an


























































ing el Viet Nam right now,
fighting, eating and sleeping
along side white GI's.
VRDAY NOVbMiiLlt 20 19ba 
Skin Color Ignored
In Viet Nam Fighting
American troop* in Viet Nam of a skin. Take thee Marines
constitute "the most Integratedl going on patrol. Th ey want
fig g force in U.S. history'," 
 
.
quick, accurate marksmen. OneEbony Magazine in its
anniversary issue. man can save a death in a I
Seale 8,000 -Negroes are serv. patrol. Who'd raise hell about
a Negro."
NEW CLASS)
"This is our new class of
They're a "new breed" of Ne. military," Lt. Col. Julius W.,
gro fighting men, with Integra- Smith, director of services for:
tion .as an added incentive, the First Logistical Command,'
Ebony' says. Fully integrated told Ebony, sizing up the Ne-
into,Avery branch of the armed (fro GI.
services, they're risking Viet "We've got trained people,
Cong 6ullets in roles ranging qualified, efficient and progres-s
from infantrymen to helicopter sive. The officers and men are
Pilots and filling top jobs as not from the old school of bend-
welras bottom ones. ing and bowing. They don't
WRITER VISITS think or act like the old-time
Ebony's Washinton bureau Negro soldiers. They're on the
chief Simeon Booker visited make on their own.
Viet Nam, toured trouble spots' "They're the first products
and watched Negro fighting of integration and it's work-
men in action, from the Army's ing."
21)Alegro helicopter pilots to. 'FELLOW AMERICANS'
Mopes headed for patrol. Concludes Ebony, "It ''as
"Ire amazing how these men I left for a Negro chaplain, Army
cat'sleep, live and fight to-:Capt. Edward Mouchette, sta-
getheil side by side way mit I tioned in Bien Hoa, to put the I
here," famed war corrrespon-'Viet Nam matter, and its ef• I
dent 'Jim Lucas told Ebony's•fect on Americans fighting a .
bueavhen they go home, they're rtrange war in a strange land,
a different kittle of fish. They into perspective."
becbtne separatists." A "battle chaplain" who ac-
A ,white Marine officer sum- companies his men on mis-
mei up the unprecedented in-,sions, Captain Mouchette said
tegretion this way: "These men simply, "These men, black and
1 
"
want-to go home. They're not while, are my fellow Amen -







Make Memphis' Greatest Store
Your shopping headquarters
While Visiting in Memphis
Ma,t, at Gayoso
mom niedssu IMLMIItFEDERAL 00031153..0.A5C1 cooPon,opm
Millington. Tenn. . I Presently the reigning "Miss
Also Miss Saralee Lewis, Lane College," Miss Barnes is Ile is presently polemarch of
,New York City; Miss Kathleen the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity,
Moffitt, Milan, Tenn.; Miss Jo- Leoties and majoring in Eng.'holds membership in the Ten-
sna Faye Nathaniel, Millington; lish and minoring in French. inessee Academy of Science, the Kappa Alpha sorority, the Pre-
Markum Leon Stansbury. Mem- During her junior year she Pre-Alumni club and a fresh- Nursing and Math clubs, the
phis; Cleveland M. SteveM, served as an attendant to "Miss man counselor. He is a mathe- Vesper choir, the Student NEA,
the SCA Council and the CYF
and NAACP. She is majoring
in chemistry and minoring in
mathematics.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Nathaniel of Millling-
; staff, and holds membership in Wesleyan. At Lane he has been ton, Miss Nathaniel is vice
Ithe English and French clubs, active in the Math club, Ten- president of Delta Sigma Theta
IME. BLANKS nessee Academy of Science
• M Bl k • f M F and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. 
sorority. was president of the
Dormitory Senate during her
four years, is presently its
chaplain; and belongs to the
Mrs. Mary Cole passed in
TRI-STATE DEFENDER while Madison County General hos-
ington High school, is the son
.IPital on Saturday, Nov. 6. Her
'funeral was held at Alamo
a student at Booker T. Wash
of Mrs. Eliza Stansbury of Baptist church on last Satur-
Mwhemiplheisa.
student maintaining Trenton on last Friday night.
'at the First Baptist church in
day. A wake was held for her
on the honor roll, Mr. Starts- moved into their beautiful new
I Mr. and Mrs. L.H. Chrisp havean average which keeps him
bury has been- working with a brick home on Huntingdon and
local radio station. At Lane,
has been active in the NAACP, Mrs. Elizabeth Wade has been
preSident of the Usher Cell, as- dismissed from Madison Coun-
socis 
vice 
edbaitosirienosf tohfe tLhoen lute 
Kappa 
ty General hospital.
Sigma chapter of Omega Psi
Phi fraternity.
He was appointed photogra-
pher for the 1966 Lanite by
President C. A. Kirkendoll and
was recently named "Omega
Man of the Year." He is ma-
joring in history and minoring
in secondary education.
A young minister from Chat-
tanooga, Mr. Stevens is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stev-
messages are being made avail-ens. He has been president of
oft Ctheristpian Atisesiocieni tee- 
and
dle ottohetrhiovfearmwilaies sinosfusileartviiocnes-trheasSutrtideren
lion, Ministerial Fellowship, men now statemed in Vietnam
Coubcil and works with the accardin. g to Mrs. George 0.NAACP. the Young Democrats,
Burman, Director of Service toCYF, the Pre-Alumni club the
Student Government associa- I and minoring in biology. 
sophomore year and has been Drama Cell and a member of Military Families for the North-
active with the French and Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. He west Indiana Chapter of the
J. Blanks, is president of the, i majoring ine s mathematics
tion, a member of the Vesper! AKA SOROR English clubs. the Drama 
minoring
sinmoraitigrining rienlighjoiusstedo urcyatiaonnd, American 
of the 'choir, Pre-Alumni club, Alpha Mrs. Crymes is the daughter Guild and the SCA. records which
Phi Alpha fraternity, presi- of Mrs. Louise Cole of Elgin, 
Miss Moffitt's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Essary Moffitt of Mi-




EAST CHICAGO, led. — Free
tape recordings for holiday
_ _
which were made in prior years,
dent of the Lane college choir Ill., and was an exchange stu- • the Red Cross has been advisedFinal Rites In Ripley . ;for 1964-65, was president of 'dent at Nebraska Wesleyan that there is now an ample sup'his junior class and vice presi- last year for a semester. She is ply of tape recorders available
dent of the sophomore class, a member of Alpha Kappa Al- in addition to record players,
minoring in chemistry. French clubs, and the Student For Mrs Laura Givens . The tapes will record approxi-
He is majoring in biology and pha sorority inc., the Math and Particularly in the Far East.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Na. Government association and RIPLEY — Mrs. Laura Giv- Mrs. Liz Patterson, Detroit. mately 8 minutes of message
thaniel Carter, Sr., Mr. Carter served as secretary during her ens, a resident of Lauderdale and Mrs. Ella Mae Riley, Pc-
ing carton which can be address-
' and are furnished with a mail-
  County, Ripley, Tenn.. and one oria, Ill.
ed by the family and sent airree s paencdt e d 
Haywood
dns F UFNo 
Funeral 
aAlL sPeRr a0i Ge eRs A liflo r Mrs.
mail for 16 cents to the service-CofoutnhLtraieusd7eodrdsiteda 1
at her home at Givens were held at the Holly man any place in the world.
212 Spring St., Ripley, after a Grove Baptist church in Rip- Families of servicemen wich-short illness on Sunday, Oct. ley on Saturday, Nov. 6, with 1 ing to make a tape bearing 11011-31. • Rev. W. L. Reed officiating. 4 G t'or oth..
Mrs. Givens was a life-long Music for the fnueral pro- ages may schedule an appoint-
ment by calling 397-2421 betweenmember of the Elam and Holly 
gram was sung by Mrs. Rae




the hours of 8:30 and 4:30, Mon-
was active in their programs of
Taping will s t a r t Monday,worship. 
James Shells of Memphis. Mrs. 
She served with distinction in Dorothy McBride1.,e e, who Nov. 15, and end Wednesday,grew up on the street with Mrs., Dee. 15. In omer to allow am.












Start your we drabs today, 
°4\ 
with b•auti• u I plaids in
Sport Ceett e d Pont,, that
would fneli• a sporty outfit.
1
Todoy-stort your layaway plan for holiday i f MI II at Fart.
nor Clothi•r. Clothing for the whole family, only a few
dollars, per w••k will start your layaway or cheroot.
Con,,today & Psis our smort•st s•I•ctions in clothing for
wen, women & children. W. w•lcorneyeur business, with
Courteous writ...




such capacities as a member of
the Mothers' Board and the No.
1 class of the Sunday School.
Although she spent much time
doing home chores, she devot- Words of tribute were given The Red Cross suggests thatby Rev. E. G. Carroll and Rev.ed time to civic, educational it is desirable to make a writ-L. A. Slaughter,Aev. John Ei-and religious interests in her ten outline of the message be-som offered prayer and read
scriptures. Immediate survi- for making the recording at the
vors are three daughters and chapter headquarters at 911 W.
loved by all who knew her. She 
ChicagoAve., E. Chicago.their husbands, Mr. and Mrs. 
was at one time married to the William Jackson, Mr. and' Mrs, 
Joseph Boswell and Mr. and
Mrs. Gildon Lake, one grand-
son, James Currie, Jr., of Ely-
ris, Ohio; seven great-grand-
children and other relatives i
and friends.
The Rawls Funeral Home of;
Brownsville was in charge of
arrangements.
community.
Mrs. Givens had a wide cir-
cle of friends and was well.
late Taylor Reed. In addition to
her own family, she helped in
the rearing of three nieces,
Mrs. Geneva Bowen, St. Louis;
- -
Two Students,
CONCORD, N. C. — Misses
Carolyn Farrar, junior in Eng-
lish from Cary, N. C., and Na-
omi Spence, senior in biology
from Dunn, N. C.. accompanied
Miss Edith V. Ewald, chairman
of the health and physical edit
cation department at Barber.
Scotia College to a two-day ses-
sion of the North Carolina Ath-
letic and Recreation Federation
or college women at Western
Carolina College in Cullowee.
THRIFT SHOPPE
Opens MON., NOV. 22
248 Crosstown
Clothing and Household







tion of a long-range program of
education to be presented Gen-
eral Conference of the Chris-
tian Methodist Episcopal
church at a meeting to be held
in Miami, Fla., in May 1968
was the general topic consider-
ed at a two-day meeting at the
Interdenominational Theologi-
cal Center in Atlanta on Nov.
10, 11.
Presiding at the sessions was
Bishop B. Julian Smith of Chi-
cago, chairman of the Board
of Education of the CME
Church, under whose auspices
the executive session was call-
ed.
Also present were the presi-
dents of six educational institu-
tions, and bishops and mem-
bers of the Division of Schools
and Colleges of the CME
for the meeting included Drs
C. A. Kirkendoll, Lane college,
Jackson, Tenn.; E. E. Rankin,
Mississippi .Industrial college,
Holly Springs, Miss.; E. Clay.
ton Calhoun, Paine college, Au-
gusta, Ga.; Horace C. Savage,
Texas college, Tyler, Tex.; L.
H. Pitts, Miles college, Bir-
mingham, and M. L. Darnell,
director of Phillips School of
Theology at ITC.
Aside from Bishop Sniith,
attending the ineetirig were
Bishops B. W. Doyle, Nash-
ville; E. P. Murchison, Birmin.
ham; P. R. Shy, Atlanta; and
N. S. Curry, New Orleans.
The visitors were honored
during a reception held on
Wednesday night at the Phillips
-louse on the ITC campus. Host
or the reception was the At-
church. lanta Alumni Committee for
College presidents on hand Institutions of the CME Church.
LeMoyne Prexy To Give
Sermon At Elmhurst
CONSECRATION DATE SET—Bishop-elect
Harold B. Perry, S. V. D. auxiliary bishop
of New Orleans, seen here with Pope Paul•
VI, left, shortly after his historic appoint-
ment, has confirmed his consecration date
as Jan. 6, 1966, and the place as New Or-
leans, but has given no other details about
the ceremony. Bishop-elect Perry is In
Rome attending the closing sessions of the
Vatican Council. He is scheduled to preach
the closing mass of the National Catholic
Youth Organization in Chicago on Sunday,
Nov. 14.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, presi- the installation rites.
dent of LeMoyne college and LUNCHEON ICC Grad Elected Tothe moderator of the United Following Dr. Price's sermon
Church of Christ Synod, will on -Sunday, a luncheon is to be
deliver the sermon on Sunday held at 12. A reception will pre.
morning, Nov. 14, in Hammer- cede a concert by -the Chicago
schmidt chapel on the cam- Symphony orchestra with Jean
pus of Elmhurst college in Martmon, MUSIC director and
Elmhurst, Ill. conductor.
Dr. Price is one of a num. Dr. Kleckner, 45, succeeds
ber of dignitaries invited to the Dr. Robert C. Stanger, presi-
college for the inauguration of dent emeritus of the school.
Dr. Donald C. Kleckner as the The new president came to
tenth president of the school. Elmhurst in 1962. as dean of
Invitations have been sent to 'the college. He has had 20
more than 1,500 institutions, years of experience as a col-
learned societies, students, lege administrator and faculty ,
alumni, faculty and friends of member.
the college to attend the inau- A native of Ohio. he received
guration on Friday morning, his bachelor of arts degree',
Nov. 12. from Heidelberg college at TiCmember of the Ohio Personnel
Delegates from more than fin, Ohio, and his master of arts
170 colleges, universities and land Ph.D. degree from the Urti-
learned organizations will rep-. versity of Michigan and took
resent their organizations and post-doctoral work at the Uni-
schools in the academic pro- versity of Birmingham, Strat-
cession that will be a part of !ford-upon Avon. England.
MOUNT VERNON
The Mt. Vernon Baptist
church, 547 Miss. blvd , is cele-
brating the 10th anniversary
of ha pastor and wife, Rev.
and Mrs. J. L. Netters, Sun-
day. Nov. 21. at 3 p.m.
With Rev. E. W. Williamson
serving as master of cere-
monies Rev. S. B. Kyles will
bring the message. Among oth-
er guests will be the congrega-
tions of Monumental and Oli-
vet Baptist Churches. The pub-
lic is invited.
Co-chairmen of the occhsion
are Sherman Johnson and Mrs.
L. U. Springfield.
Mrs. Addie Allen is. publicity
chairman.
MOODY CHAPEL
The Moody Chapel CME
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
A special three-judge federal
panel declared unconstitution-
al a section of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act designed to give
the ballot to New York's Span-
ish-speaking Puerto Ricans.
In a 2-1 decision, the panel
ruled that section 4-E violates
the Constitutional right of the
states to impose literacy tests
on voting registrants.
The Justice Department will
appeal the case directly to the
Supreme Court. This is the
only forum of appeal from the
three-judge federal panel's
ruling on voting rights cases.
The provision was sponsored
by Sens. Robert F. Kennedy,
D•N.Y., and Jacob K. Javits.
II-N.Y. It would have allowed
any Puerto Rican who com-
pleted the sixth grade in the
Island's Spanish - language
schools to register in New York
without taking a literacy test.
KNOXVILLE — Attorney
William N. Lovelace, a Knox-
ville College graduate, has been
Advisory Committee, the Negro
Welfare Committee the City
School Board. YMCA, and Cal-
elected a Municipal Judge of vary Methodist Church: Dr.
Cincinnati for a six-year term. Lovelace is a member of Alpha
He was commissioned by Ohio's Phi Alphia Fraternity.
.Governor James B. Rhodes to 
!complete the unexpired term of
another last January, thus set-
ting a first for Cincinnati. Wins Medal; The former assistant prosecu
tor of Hamilton County and 0n Spot
Board of Revue was also the
!bation Officer.
first Negro named Adult Pro TV Basis
AN 'ECCO' ORGY
"ECCO," an incredible orgy of
sights and sounds, narrated by
George Sanders, opens today
(Friday), at the Regal, Central
Park, and Maryland Theatres.
Co-feature at the Regal Is
"Ship of Fools." At the other
two theatres the co-feature is
"Atragon."
For over 20 years he has
'been a faithful alumni repre- An au ard-...aaning television;
sentative on the Knoxville Col. commercial for the Orange- lege Board of Trustees, and for Rock family of wine cocktails
20 years he served as president was flashed upon audiences in--1‘ of the Knoxville College Nation- several of the nation's leadingal Alurnni Association. markets.
In 1962, Knoxville College
hi-ElmegLft The animated and live action -conferred upon him the honor- full-color commercial won the  !ary Docto-. of Law degree for
church choir of 1608 Cooper at.,
will sponsor a "Harvest Day"
program, Sunday, Nov. 21, at
3 p.m.
6uest speaker will be Rev.
F. J. Slickens. The public is
invited.
Rev. G. W. Stewart is pas-
tor, and Mrs A. L. Tucker,
president of the choir.
GREATER HYDE PARK
The Christian Service Club of
Greater Hyde Park Baptist
church, pastored by Rev. L. C.
Taylor, will render a musical
program on Sunday, Nov. 21,
at 3 p.m. The church is located
on Mississippi blvd. at Alston.
Mrs. Bettie Dotson. president
of the club, extends to the pub-
lic an invitation to attend the
gold medal over a field of sev; his "contributioo to t h e,
ac evemen o Rights and;.
good human relations in your,.a 
the fifth annual International
Film aad_TV Festival in Newcommunity."
. York. It i s currently beingA member of the Cincinnati screened in New York, Phoenixau firm o Render. Lovelace,
and Black, Dr. Lovelace is a ?
San Diego and Fresno areas on




and Ohio State Bar Associations "Other markets are under con-
and is licensed to practice be. sideration," said Iry Pastrich,
fore all state pnd federal courts, advertising manager of the Ro-
He drafted a Human Relit- ma Wine Co. "These are rela-
hi t f Ci •  eral 
hundred TV commercials
lions document which is widely
, accepted in the United States
and more recently in England.
:He was also instrumental in the
creation of the Mayor's Friend-
ly Committee as a
I permanent agency of Cin-
lively new products (Orange,
Lemon and Lime Rock are na-
turally-flavored wine cocktails)
and this is our first advertising
venture in television.-
"The commercial is light and,
In keeping with the times, is a
lemon. series of quickly flashing scenes
His outstanding record in civic, that show the many types of
!church, community, and poll- people w h o enjoy Orange,
.tical affairs is almost endless. Lemon or Lime Rock. It is
program. He offers leadership to the ! backed by original music that
..NAACP, the Public Housing( has today's beat," he said.
This superseded a New York
state law that waaved literacy
tests only for persons who had
completed six grades in an En-
glish-language school.
The over-all Voting Rights
Bill. which also is being chat-,
lenged the courts, suspends,
literacy tests in those states
and counties in the South
where they have been used to
discriminate against voters.
Since the three judges acted'
on a provision that outlaws
rather than suspends a state
law, the ruling appeared un-
likely to endanger the rest of
the voting rights hill.
Under the over-all bill. the
provisions of the law relating to;
Ilteracy and other tests would .
not apply if a state could prove
to a District of Columbia court
that they were not used for
discriminatory purposes.
The Kennedy-Javits proposal,
was aimed at the estimated)
300,060 Puerto Ricans who live I
.in New York City. It would•
affect, however,- other non-
English-speaking U. S. citizens,
with six grades of education in'
.their native schools. There are
21 states that have English
language requirements.
A suit challenging the Puerto,
Rican section was filed Aug. 6,
only hours after President
Johnson had signed the voting
Rights Rill into law.
dissimummumimiesossimorai
a 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
CAR WASH $ ••
• Sat. or Sun S1 75
Sat. Open It A M to 6 P M.
• Sun. Open 11 A.M. to 2 P M.
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place 'Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
Memphis, Tenn 
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yee Ask Fee And
Creates Whet You Think Of"
"It is now crystal clear for
all to see that the Negro will
use the vote as a wapon — the
captive of no party, the shaper
of his own destiny, demanding
that his needs be served," he
said.
"To receive the Negroes sup-
port at the voting booths action
must be taken on the local and
national level to merit it. As
a first step in this direction, the
federal government can and
must.
11) make discrimination in hous-
ing illegal, 3) act to end unem-
ployment among Negroes which
is now nearly 10% and 4) block
the expenditure of federal funds
in school districts north and
south where discrimination con-
tinues to exist — an the place
to start is in Boston, Massachu-
setts where, despite a massive
Negro vote, five old-guard De-
mocrats pledged to maintaining
a segregated school system
there were elected to the
School Committe."
Farmer said "to bring toget-
her those who have participated
in this week's impressive dis-
play cf voter independence and
to share their experiences, I am
calling for a national conference
of independent voters to be held
In New York early this winter.'
NEW YORK — "The Negro
community flexed its political
musicles last week.
For those who thought we
were tied to one political party's
OMAHA, Neb. — Rev. P
Gooch was the guest speak
at the Mt. Olive Baptist chur
tail the 43% of Negroes who inn;i h0inEllone 
delivered an impressi
Rev. L. W. White is
on Sunday, Nov. 1
:voted for John Lindsey in New
a
York, the 85,230 persons whoIae 
of the church and Mrs..
bv ioet ye dm a fno r Carlind espt eo nk de se n tin Acs lsevme:
Criffs the church clerk.
land, and the 52% of the Negro
vote which meant the election of
liberal Republican Kenntli
Scmised as Mayor of Louisville
showed that to be false," said
James Farmer, director of
CORE.
ANTWERP, Belgium—(UPI)
ANTWERP, Belgium — (UPI)
A man robbed four bank mes-
sengers of $120,000 in a daring
daylight attack, police report-
ed. The messengers were tak-
ing the money in a briefcase
from a department store to a
nearby bank when the man
jumped t h e m, snatched the
case, and escaped in a waiting
car.
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Mail In Your News
Stories To The
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 31!
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free Of Any
charges.
Christmas Shop the "Price-less Way" with
QUALITY STAMPS.
When you plan your Christmas List:. . .Be sure
and Check your Quality Stamps Gift Book, first!
You are in to visit one of the Memphis
Quality Stamps Redemption Centers.
1451 Union Ave. 1784 Frayser Blvd.
1957 So. Third St. 5125 Quince Rd.
725 N. White Station Rd.
855 White Station Rd. (Eastgate)
. 4220 Hiway 51 South
every weekday on Channel 13 WHBQ T.V.
11:30-12 noon. Save your used T.V. BINGO
Cards, print your name and address on the,,
back and d eposit at Oakley Ford or Hull-
Dobbs Ford to be eligible for the drawing For






































TIIE AKM CHARTER — Dr. George W.
Gore, president of Florida A & M univer-
sity, shows the Alpha Kappa Mu Honorary
Scholastic Society's charter to Don Louery,
editor of Tennessee State's student news-
paper "TIIE METER" as Alpha Kappa
Mu's national vice president Levi Watkins,
Jr., a Tennessee State senior, looks on. Dr.
Gore, who is national secretary tceastirer
Urekiakeitea.Aasiikuils,
of AKM, founded the organization in 1937
at Tennessee State when he was dean
there. The charter was displayed at Ten-
nessee State university during an AKM
national meeting last week when final planl
were made for the 1966 national AKM con'
vention to be held at Philander Smith Col-
lege in Little Rock.




Meet me, I'm Marilyn Cart-
wright, a senior at Lester High
School and your news reporter
for the year 1965-66. My cha-
racteristics — Well, I'm 5 feet,
2 inches tall and weigh 110
pounds.
HOMECOMING
Lester High celebrated its
Sixth annual Homecoming du-
ring the week of November 1-
5. On Tuesday night, Miss Es-
tella Harris was crowned our
MARILYN CARTWRIGHT
"Miss Lester" for 65-66 by our
former "Miss Lester" Carol,
Morris 64-65. Her attendants
were Virginia Turner and Jua-
nita Anthony. This was high-
lighted by the Coronation Ball
afterward.
Thursday at the pep rally
Miss Delores Jean Robinson was
crowned "Miss Football Queen."
tier attendants were Juanita An-
thony and Julie Payne. Also
Thursday marked our home-
coming Parade, featuring our
high stepping band. Thursday
night, which ended our activi-
ties was our Homecoming game,
LESTER vs. DOUGLASS. We
defeated the Devils 25 to 18. Thia
ended the season for the Lions.
SPOTLIGHT
This week the beam of the
black and gold spotlight shines
on a very intelligent and sophis-
ticated young man. He is none
other than the "Lion of Lions,"
Henry Louis Key. lie resides
at 254 Tillman with his grand-
mother, Mrs. Carrie Mae Key.
Henry Louis is a member of the"
12-1 Homeroom under the super-I
vision of Mrs. M.F. Jones.
On campus he is the Cadet
Lt. Col, of the Lester High
School's N.D.C.C. Battalion,
vice president of the National
Honor Society and a very cap-
able member of the STS pro-
gram a potential Knight.
In religious life he is a mem-
ber of the Pleasant Hill Baptist
church where, he is an active
member of the Senior Choir.
After graduation he plans to
attend Howard University in
Washington, D.C. majoring in
science and mathematics. Ile
plans to become an electronics
engineer. So, hats off to a very'
fine young man.
TOP LIONS AND LIONETTS':
Alma Allen, LaJean Martin,I
Mary Wright, Lynette Moore,
Betty Price, Doris Hunt, Donna
Cotton, Verite Crawford and
Shirley Henderson.
James Coopwood, Labe Wad-
dell, Johnnie Davis, Robert
Odam, Harold Page. Autry Wil-
son, Charles Hunter, Charles
Taylor, Vance Phelps and Lar-
ry Bell.
CLUB NEWS
The newly organized Gracious
Ladies elected their officers for
the year of 65-66. They are:
President, Virginia Turner;
vice president, Marilyn Cart-
wright, secretary, Linda Keely;
assistant secretary, Alma Allen;
chaplain, Judy Morrow, report-I
er, Naomi Reed; business ma-
nager, Estella Harris; dean of
pledges, Juanita Anthony: par-
liamentarian, Etrula Trotter;
treasurer, Gloria Parker: and
sgt.-at-arms, Dorothy Johnson.
There is a newly organized
club around campus known as
the Shonvelles Social club.
Their advisor is Miss Betty
Moore.
Officers are president, Judy




Appointment of J. Delrnas
Escoe as attorney-advisor in
the Office of General Counsel,
was announced last week by
Ross D. Davis, executive ad-
ministrator of the Small Busi-
ness Administration.
Davis said that in addition 'W I
other duties, Escoe would assist
SBA General Counsel Phillip
F. Zeidman in providing legal
guidance arising out of SBA's
responsibilities under the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Escoe, a former Kansas City
Mo., newspaperman and attor
ney, has served as a public in-
formation specialist with the
Agency for International De!
velopment, Washington, D.C.,
land prior to that, was Attorney-
Advisor the Board fVete-
'rans' Appeals, Veterans Admin-
istration.
From 1955 to 1961, Escoe was
an assistant counsel on the staff
of the Senate Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights under its
former chairman, the late Tho-
mas C. Hennings, Jr., (D-Mo.).
Prior to moving to Washing-
ton in 1955, Escoe practiced law.
in Kansas City, and was City
Editor of the Kansas City .Call.
He was active in civic affairs in
Kansas City and was a member
of the Board of Management
of the Paseo Branch YMCA, the
NAACP, and the Urban League.
He also served as first vice
president of the Greater Kan-
sas City local of the American
Newspaper Guild (AFLC-10).
During World War II, he was
a special agent in the Counter-
intelligence Corps, U.S. Army,
in North Africa.
He is married to the former,
Geneva Slaughter of Kansas I
City. They are the parents of
five children.
Smith; secretary, La.lean Mar-
tin; assistant secretary, Virte
Crawford; chaplain, Virginia
Turner; reporter and treasurer,
Juanita Anthony: business ma-
nager, Shirley Taylor; and par-
liamentarian, Lois Cartwright.
There is a brother club known
as the Shons.
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 86 PROOF • CMOS, OLD CHARTER 01ST. CO., LOUISVILLE, Kr.
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The week at White's Chapel
began last week with the visit
of a distinguished gentleman.
who was our principal's teach-
er when he was a student at
Manassas High school.
The visitor was Andrew C.
Williams, who is public rela-
tions director of Radio Station
WDIA, and he was elated to
see the school plant. He ad-
mired the cleanliness of the
school, its operation and the
conduct of all the students.
Mr. Williams has been invit-
ed to return to White's Chapel
and speak to the student body.
SUPERVISOR VISITS
Mrs. Odessa R. Tate, supervi-
sor of Shelby County schools,
visited us recently and was able
to attend the Frances E. Wil-
lard Day Program presented
by the Junior High school social
science department.
Mrs. Tate added seine elo-
quent remarks to the program
and promised to return in the
near future.
CAFETERIA MANAGER
Our school is very fortunate
in having an efficient person
to plan and prepare delicious
food for all of us each day. The
lady is Mrs. Ruth Williams of
3887 Sewanee rd.
Mrs. Williams is the wife of
Cortell Williams, and they are
the parents of eight children.
Possessed with a pleasing
personality, Mrs. Williams is a
member of the Macedonia Bap-
tist church and holds member-
ship in several religious and
social clubs in Memphis and
Shelby County.
CAFETEMA COOK
Our cafeteria cook is Mrs.
Ida Ruth Knox of 1875 Beacon
rd., the wife of William Knox,
Sr. They are the parents of
six children.
Mrs. Knox is a member of
the Jerusalem Baptist church
and a good worker, who pre-
pares some delicious meals for
the school family.
TEACIIER OF WEEK
The "Teacher of the Week"
is Mrs. Irene Warren Coving-
ton. who has spent the greater
part of her teaching career at
White's Chapel.
Mrs. Covington. who lives at
1146 Pearce st., is the wife of
George Covington and has the
5-1A class.
In religious life, Mrs. Cov-
ington is a member of St. Step-
hen Baptist church, where she
uorks in the Sunday school,
the choir and other auxiliaries.
She is a member of the East-
ern Star order and other reli-
gious, civic and professional or-
ganizations.
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
The spotlight is on a 6-1A stu-
dent, Ydell Ishman, sun of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Robinson of 4515
Sewanee rd.
Ydell's warmth and friend-
liness has made him one of the
most popular boys at White's
Chapel school.
He is a member of Jerusalem
Baptist church. His teacher is
Mrs. Nettie C. Cross.
TEACHER SICK
Mrs. Faye S. Horne, of 1388
Melrose Cove, a special edu-
cation teacher, has been away
from school ill for the past sev•
eral days. All hope she will
soon recover and return to her
post.
SICK STUDENT
Brenda Scott of 1873 Beacon
rd. has been discharged from
Tobey Children's hospital. We
hope that she will soon be
well and back in school.
EDUCATION WEER
The Junior High School So-
cial Science Department pre-
sented a program in observance
of American Education Week,
and the theme was "Invest In
Learning."
T h e participants included
Mrs. Geneva llaynes, a parent,
a n d students Joseph Davis,
Charles Payne, Conrad Turner,
Wenoice White, Charlie Ifilson,
Alonza Sledge. Joe Medlock,
Cleophus Harbi n, Fredrick
Graham and Charles Gage.
Mrs. Ora Rockwell is advi-
sor for the department, and
Kurl McKinney musician.
Mrs. Marion Bailey is school
reporter. Walter C. Parks is
principal of the school.
CRIME PARTY LINE
NATCI1EZ, Miss. — (UPI)
I— Thieves used a pair of walkie
,talkies to keep tabs on police
while attempting to burglarize
a local discount store. •
The walkie talkies were tuned
to a frequency monitored by the
Natchez Police Department. A
desk sergeant overheard the
burglars' conversation and dis-
patched patrolmen for an easy
arrest.
A PROMISE OF
PLEASURE . . .
Featuring a beautiful showroom
with numerous models to .choose
from. l'rices starting at
$ 23900
10% Financing As Low As $28.56
Down Payment, $12.80 Per Month
Get Your Christmas Honda at
AL'S CYCLE SHOP







See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
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'It CHIY. PICK-UP Ws
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Nkrumah Strikes Back
As a rule heads of states do
not commit their personal
views to paper; but in the case
of President Kwame Nkrumah
of the Republic of Ghana, one
may well understand the com-
pulsive force that has goaded
him into a public airing of his
political meditations. Subjected
as he has been to immeasurably
unfair criticism, particularly
from Western quarters, this
proud African leader could no
longer resist the temptation to
strike back at his critics.
In his latest book — Neo-
colonialism, The Last Stage Of
Imperialism — President Nkru-
mah has for his main focus
the changes in capitalism since
Lenin wrote, "Imperialism: the
Highest Stage of Capitalism,"
in 1916. To Dr. Nkrumah, im-
perialism is no longer a major
threat. It has been replaced by
"neocolonialism" which he de-
fines as a subtle but insidious
campaign of the former imperi-
alist powers to continue con-
trolling the economic and poli-
tical destinies of newly inde-
pendent territories.
Washington is seen as the
"citadel of neocolonialism."
Most of the book is an effort
to show how United States
capital has become the domi-
nant financial force in Africa
in collusion with British.
French and Belgian interests.
President Nkrumah follows
the classical Marxist N ieNs' of
history in which all efforts are
School Autonomy
School superintendents, un-
certain of the educational philo-
sophy they are imparting, are
showing some anprehensiOn
over what they call "strings"
attached to the financial aid
that the federal government is
willing to pour in their schools.
They insist upon the impli-
cation of dictatorial control by
the federal government. But
there are no subtle strings or
hidden or illegible conditions to
the federal gift. The require-
ments are plain, open, and
above-board. They have noth-
ing to do with the subject mat-
ter of the curriculum, teaching
methods or textbook contents.
The only condition is mere com-
pliance with the new Civil
Rights Act which forbids racill
discrimination in our public
schools. This is the law of the
land — in the establishment of
which many judicial findings
have been recorded and enough
precious human blood has been
spilled.
School boards which do not
wish to carry out the burden of
that responsibility reserve the
uncontested right to turn dewr
the allocation or simply not to'
apple At all. But some 50 school
superintendents conferred the
other day with U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education Francis
directed to a conspiratorial end.
Thus many of America's super
agencies vith members in A fri•
ca, are regarded as a huge net-
work of espionage 'passing
under the name of interna-
tional benevolence.
. Much of the evidence in sup-
port of that concept was gar-
nered from the well-documen-
ted recent best-seller "The In
visible Government" by two
American newsmen, David
Wise and Thomas B. Ross. The
book deals with the workings
of the C.I.A. and of the Na-
tional Security Agency.
Whether there is justifica-
tion for Dr. Nkrumah's accusa-
tion or not, the underground
operations of the C.I.A.. direct-
ed against countries that will
not subordinate their national
wills to Uncle Sam's whims.
have been established beyond
the shadow of a doubt. But the
question that stirs our anxiety
is whether or not the president
of Ghana is exercising proper
discretion in castigating the
United States and the other
Western powers at this critical
moment in world affairs. Per-
haps the course of future
events may determine the logic
of his position.
At any rate, the book shows
much scholarship as well as a
keen political awareness of the
lingering desire of the former
colonial powers to control and
rule quietly the destiny of their
former colonies.
Kennel and are still perturbed
about the implications.
Local self-determination in
education matters has long
been an accepted prerogative
There is neither implied nor
challenge of that right except
in so far as it relates to racial
discrimination which under-
mines equality of educational
opportunity as the corner stone
of American democracy.
There is nothing in the law
to obstruct the principle that
public education is strengthen-
ed by ferment and indepen-
dence at the grass roots. But
out of a sense of reality and
equity it should be clear to the
advocates of exclusive local
autonomy that the government
should not be expected to make
unconditional grants to schools
anyone than do philanthropic
foundations. Even Sant Claus
asks that certain condition of
good behavior be fulfilled.
though it be only in gest.
It is to be noted that school
districts which are meeting
their educational requirements
and the statutory provisions of
the Civil Rights Act have
shown no anxiety about federal
control. Only those that resent
the integration dictum raise
the false cry of federal cotrol.
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Due Time Not In
"1 have looked and looked at
the pictures in the papers at
them Cuban refugees pouring
into Florida since Castro let
them go and I have seed al-
most no colored faces," said
Simple at the bar. "They're
white."
"Do you think black Cubans
would jump from the frying
pan into the fire?" I asked.
"Most Negroes in Cuba I
hope, have more sense than to
migrate to Florida."
"Or to Harlem." said Simple,
"where they would have to join
HARYOU-ACT to get a job —
and there are not enough jobs
to go around. I bet black Cuban
would have a hard time in the
U.S.A., even in Harlem. Why is
that?"
"Answer your own ques-
tions," I said.
"It is because white is right
in this American country," said
Simple. "White comes first,
then dogs. then Negroes."
"Why put dogs before Ne-
groes?" Idemonded.
"When the Stork Club was
running, dogs could go in there,
but no Negroes," said Sin-He.
"Nowadays, a dog can trot into
any restaurant in the South
and nobody kicks him — but
not Negroes. If a dog knew how
to mark a ballot. I bet that dog
could vote in Mississippi, but
not me, So I say white folks
come first, then dogs, then
Negroes.
"I wonder why white refu-
gees can enter my c untry and
rent a house anywherb.thev got
the money to — and ilo sooner
then they move there, they
start throwing stones at a
Negro if he rents a house in
the same neighborhood. Why is
it so many of these foreign
born white folks who have not
even been in America long
enough to hardly learn English,
do not want to live next door to
me? And how come the polices
stand up and let them break
my windows out with bricks.
but if I throw a brick back at
them the cops arrest me for
disturbing the peace, inciting to
trot, attempted murder, and
breaking the law, huh?"








"You repeat the same old rhe-
torka1 questions so much they
become cliches."
"It is because white Ameri-
cans encourage foreign Ameri-
cans to not like black Ameri-
cans," said Simple. "which is
the only reason I can figure out
why the refugees that they
should throw stones at me. And
I would not go to Germany or
Hungary and throw stones at
them."
"You," I said, "had no busi-
ness being born black, in the
first place. Why, even the dic-
tionary says white is the color
of purity, of goodness — and
black is the color of evil."
"Them dictionaries need to
be revised." said Simple, "and
in due time they will be. DUE
TIME is the time when many
things in this world will be fix-
ed. But how far off is DUE
TIME?" "Probably millenniums
and millenniums," I said. "But,
as the Bible states, a thousand
years is as but a day in God's
sight." "Which God?" asked
Simple. "Because there is a
Muslim God and a Hindu God
and a Bherlda God, and other
different kinds of Gods."
"I mean the Christian God."
"Oh," said Simple. "Then
maybe you is right, because in
this American country practi-
cally everybody from President
Johnson on down — except
Sammy Davis — claims to be
Christians. And most white
American gentile church going
Christians, as we know, do not
even believe in DUE TIME
when it comes to Negroes, par-
ticularly down South. Their slo-
gan is NO TIME, NEVER, for
me and you. Down Sout h.
crosses is for burning to light
up Klan meeting s. White
crosses end black churches is
for burning—for different rea-
sons. But God is going to move
their wicked race."
"When?" I asked.
"In due time." said Simple.
"Who's due time?"
"To answer that would be
telling." said Simple. "There-
fore, like the Klan, I take the
Fifth."
"The fifth what?"





Maybe you are going to think
1 sound like a broken record.
I keep repeating one warning
to the American public and it is
a special warning to Negroes
alid other minorities.
I don't imagine that I am an-
other Paul Revers. but I firmly
believe that there is a clear and
-resent dairrer to our counirv
that is as dangerous as the fact
that the British were coming -
in Paid Revere'e day.
That danger is that the fana-
tic, frantic and frenetic right
wing lunatics, the people who
-rem+ hatred and divsion. the
hio'otg who want to turn back
thn etowl. of progress -- will
TAKE OVER.
The elections are over in New
Yost. City.
We have a new Mayor.
But the new Mayor did NOT
WIN THE ELECTIONS.
You know who won?
Mr. Bill Buckley, the spokes-
man for what is called the Con-
servative Party won.
He won because he piled up a
whopping vote and proved that
the fight for freedom must be
waged, not only in Mississippi,
but also in Manhattan, Long Is-
land, the Bronx, Staten- Island
and Brooklyn.
What does t h e Conservative
Party stand for? It stand for
Really Here
the right to conserve division
and prejudice.
We saw this in the most ugly
way anything can be seen when
Barre Goldwater captured the
Republican Party in San Fran-
cisco.
I never believed Barry Gold-
water thought he could be elect-
ed President.
I didn't believe Bill Buckley
believed he could be elected
Mayor.
But both of them, in my hum-
ble opinion, wanted to prove to
the world that you can line up
people and organize people by
annealing to their worst instinct.
I, for one. am sick and tired
of seeing my people — and the
American people — being com-
placent and allowing the bigots
to get away with theirjnsidious-
Iv clever game. We see in the
South that we cannot get jus-
tice when murder is committed
against civil rights workers —
White or black. We see the creep-
ing Ku Klux Klan coming North.
I think it is time for Negroes
to get organized — and to or-
ganize with other minority
groups and with all free-think-
n g, freedom-loving people to
fight the lunatic right — which






The KKK In North Carolina
The big surprise in the
hearings held by the Congres-
sional Committee anent the Ku
Klux Klan is that the most Klan
units, the most cross-burnings,
and the most active Klansmen
are in North Carolina. It is a
surprise because North Carolina
enjoys the reputation of being
the most liberal of the old Con-
federate states.
What happened?
AVhen the late Willis Smith
defeated Senator Frank Gra-
ham in the second primary of
1950, the liberal Governor W.
Kerr Scott said. "It will take
years to get over this cam-
paign."
Smith used the race issue
to defeat Graham for the demo-
cratic nomination. Graham had
served two decades as president
of the University of North Caro-
lina and had enhanced not only
the university but the state it-
self with his vision.
But that spring when he
contended for nomination the
Sunreme Court uder Vison de-
clared unconstitutional the sena-
rate but equal ficilities for color-
ed students at the University of
Texas. This decision came two
days before t h e deadline for
the second pnimary in North
('arolina.
Dr. Graham had come with-
in 5,000 votes of winning a ma-
jority over Smith and the ex-
Senator Bob Reynolds in t h e
first primary. But Smith sup-
porters distrib011 over a mil-
lion circulars ccindemning Gra-
ham for appointing a Negro as
an alternate to West Point.
It has been only fifteen
years since Smith won over Gra-
ham. Perhaps Governor Scott
was an optimist. The racist got
a green light back in 1950 and
may be around a lot longer than
25 years. We must remember
that North Carolina is the only
state which passed a speaker.
Ban Law. prohibiting Commun-
ists and anyone who has elected
the Fifth Amendment from
speaking at any state-supported •
institutions.
In the last gubernatorial
election, the liberal, Richardson
Preyer, lost to Dan Moore. The
third candidate was Dr. I. Bever-
ly Lake who, running on a plat-
form promising white suprem-
acy won 200.000 votes, votes
which Lake was able to twins-
fer to Moore in the second pri-
mary. The incumbent Governor
has an obligatiin to those 200,
000 segregationists who elect-
ed him, I Beverly Lake recently
was appointed to the North
Supreme Court. The scar is
deep. Now a segregationist ad-
ministers justice.
Luther Hedges. once, Gov.
and Secretary of Commerce in
Kennedy's cabinet tried to ex-
pain the growth of the KKK
in North Carolina. "It was due
he says, "to the poison planted
by Goldwater Republicans."
But Hodges avoids the
main issue. He bears some re-
sponsibility for the growth of
the Klan. After the Supreme
Court #on May 7, 1954. ruled
school segregation unconsti-
tutional, Hodges had the op-
portunity of leading the state
and the South in a calm and
equable adjustment.
Instead, Hodges joined
other Southern Governors in is-
suing public statements which
promised last-ditch resistance
It is interesting to remelt-
ber that at the time the Klan
was dead. Kerr Scott had put
three of its leaders in jail.
It is inevitable that with-
out leadership the state with
the lowest per capite earnings
in the country became the Num-
ber on Klan state. The vast ma-
jority of dropout in North Caro-
lina who cannot hope to compete
successfully in a free enterprise
society are blood brothers of
Communist terrorists
They will hitch a ride on a
movement which guarantees
them self-esteem no matter what
the cost.
The Great Society needs to
reach these beknighted semi-
literature dropouts as urgently
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Students are looking at a problem being analyzed
by a lecturer in New York. The course is made pos-
sible through the use of an dectrowriter and tele-
phone. The ultra-modern system of national clue-
room seminars by telephone hook-up takes advantage
of an electronic device called an electrowriter which
permits to be seen, handwriting or equations and
penciled notes of a lecturer as he speaks. It is not
the first such mass approach to teaching via tele-
phone offered at Southern. However, it is the first
time that students can see the notes and equation'
Lashed simultaneously as the lecturer speaks.
•
BANKER VISITS CAMPUS — Richard B.
Cardwell, assistant vice President of Em.
pire City Savings Bank of New Yak City,
spoke last seek at Tennessee State Culver.
sity on "Things are Changing." Symbolic
of the change was the fact that the Nash-
ville Chamber of Commerce rolled out the
red carpet to welcome the young business.
man. Shown with Mr. Cardwell are Dr. R.
Orson Lloyd, business administration dc.
partment head at Tennessee State who
RANDWRITTNG ON THE WALL Nemo BEAMED
DEFENDER
Pao?
' Is Inner Circle Stacked With King Accepts African
re:u.)=.744Tivatz,e;v.aritizzAwv N White 'Go Slow' Liberals? Students' Speaking BidThe course is being offered through Stephens College • egro,
come can thane Carl Holman:O. Herrherd, a co-director of \ ATLANTA — (NPl) — De.' curi
ng entry into South Africa.
special assistant to the direc-I this conference, assured this re- spite the fact that there is' lie added, how
ever, that he
tor of the Civil Rights Commis; porter the ratio is now 60•401doubt that the white supreme- 1 felt it important to support the
lion who is among those "on with the white community lead.
loan'' for the conference. liar. Ing. This figure is better than a
old Fleming, one of the emis- week ago.
sarie• of the Potomac Institute Midweek, there was also
and the Taconic Foundation, another part to this game of
joined Holman In this last-diteh nuance. Invitations to the
In Missouri by Dr. Howard Franklin Fehr noted
asatheenalittian and head of the teaching of math.-
made. at Tiattellers College Columbia University. The
course Is offered each Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
amphitheatre al the Natural ScienceBuilding at
Southern
By Rosemarie Tyler Brooks
From Tbs. Issas DEVIANDAB's
Ws•lataisco• Ilstreor
When the President spoke at
the Howard University com-
mencement, June 4, he an-
nounced a "conference of schol-
ars, and experts, and oustand•
Mg Negro leaders — men of
both races — with the theme
"to fulfill these rights."
This conference is about to
become whet could he a brawl.
lug, screaming, lively baby.
Agenda papers have been writ-
ten, and will be presented to
participants attending the con-
ference here Wednesday and
Thursday.
That this conference could
-get to the gutty issues affecting
Negro life in America, is not
due to the efforts of the "Big
I" civil righters with the ex.
ception of the Student Nowvlo.
lent Coordinating Committee.
, The major five organizational
avoided sending in lists or
grassroots and militant workers
to attend the conference.
The major five knew the lists
must be pruned for what be-
came a "working confer-
ence" leading to a larger, ma-
jor confrontation ir. the spring.
It is shocking to find the lead-
ers Janet: to include militants
from the South and the North.
1The Northern participants,
'many of whom were invited by
the Urban League, reflected no
militancy with the exception Of
Chicago's Al Raby.
In the inner circle here, many
Negroes are gleefully chuckling
saying, "I didn't know his name
got cleared. Must be because
his name sounded Jewish."
The NAACP was no less
middle class in its pruning than
the Urban League: This report-
er WAS shocked that any
NAACP list failed to include
Ruby Hurley, one of its long-
time gut fighters.
She may be invited, but not
because her organization in-
sisted. She will come because
some of her staff and consul-
tants here feel she is important,
bul it has been difficult for
these "staff fighters" to insist
on, participants not supported
by their own organization.
SNCC was the only one of
the "Big 6" who placed the
grassroots fighters on their
official list before and after
pruning.
The Southern militants who
planned the visit, and Dr. Cecille E. Crump,
who heads business education at the Uni.
ersity. Cardwell, a lawyer who is a mem.
her of Vice President Humphrey's task
force fur Plans for Progress, held small
conferences with student stoups "to &wok-
en minority group students to the reality
of increasing employment opportunities in
business and industry, and to stimulate
them to make efficient preparation for such
Opportunities." (JOE ZINN PHOTO)
3,500 In Md. March \
For Fair Housing
BALTIMORE — Over 5,500
strong, Baltimore residents
e
arched for fair housing. Led
CORE National Director
James Firmer, the march was
the kick-off of CORE', national
drive for making housing dis-
crimination illegal throughout
America.
Farmer addressed the crowd
at a rally at Prince Hall Grand
Lodge, and hailed the turnout as
a demonstration that the admin-
istration in Washington, D.C.
must go beyond President Ken.
either a further presidential ex-
ecutive order or through a 1111. 1
Boma fair housing law.
The march was endorsed by
Baltimore Bishop T. Austin
Murphy, as well as civic, labor,
religious, and civil rights I
groups. Baltimore was selected
as the site for the march be-
cause, located between the north
and the south, it typifies the
problems faced by Negroes in
both.
Baltimore CORE leader James
Griffin and Housing Chairman
Walter Carter — both arrested ,
in previous Baltimore COREin iv es for f airousing — havehnedy's "stroke of the pen"
1902 and now must bring II pledged that the march was on-
housing under the coverage of .y the beginning of increasingl
pressure for freedom of choice
in housing trot only in Baltimore
but throughout the nation.
Farmer pledged CORE's na-
tional support to ending racial














DENVER — (UPI) — Dist.
Judge Mitchell B. Johns pro-
posed that unclaimed trial eel-
dence such as stolen televigion
sets and check writers be sold
to set up a special baby sitting
fund for the court.
The judge said the fund would
eliminate the problem of pros-
pective women jurors who now
were excused because they
have young children and no
one to care for them in their
absences.
'MARCH OF DIMES' CONTESTANTS — These eight young
women are among some 24 contestants seeking the title of
"Princess" in a contest sponsored by the Memphis and
Shelby County chapter of the National Foundation, and the
five girls silo raises the highest sum of money over $100
will win all.expenses paid trips to Chicago during the holi-
day season in December. Seated from left are Toni Craw.
Night Riders Pick The Wrong Victim
cist government of South Afrie forcee for a free democratic
ca will permit his entry, Dr. government operating within
Martin Luther King, Jr., has the country."
accepted an invitation to speak
in Durban next July.
The invitation was extended
effort to get Southern gut fight- whites began early, I after but -  to the noted civil rights lead-
ers. 6 P.M., when the office was er and Nobel Peace Prise win'
Many of the Negroes work- not crowded. ner by the National Union of
jog as consultants were ex- This was halted until the Ne- African Students, largest re•
tremell• slow in submitting lists gro names caught up, the list maining multiracial organlza.
despite the shortage of time; could be. evaluated, and the lion. except for churches, in
the White House waited within INegro quota increased.
a month of the conference tol 
SoAuthsilAnfi
rlaicre,invitation was Sc. startan operative machinery!
for this conference despite the B icepted for May by Sen. Rob.
President's June pledge which t
rang with sincerity.
Sadly, then, it wears that
the established Negro leaders
"talk a great fight," but fall
in the clinches. .
What causes this?
Do they feel compelled to seek 
c anada
st_ consensus despite the needs!
forT the people they allegedly i By MICHAEL POSNF.R
represent? Do they feel admin-
istration pressure will be too WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
great if they hit the heart The wild chain reaction of pow-
of the matters — matters which er failures that blacked out the
will certainly challenge the es. Northeast last week was eau's-
tablished order? Is this what ed by a telephone-sized control
the President wants, another device in a Canadian general
rubber stamp conference? DO!Ing plant, experts reported
they know Aid he wants? !Monday.
ackou ert F. Kennedy (I) Y.).In accepting the invitation to,
Fault Of group, Dr. King made it plainhe was "fully aware of the dB-
address the t9.,00 • member
ficulties involved in accepting
such an engagement and in se- DR. heititTIN LUTHER RING
The administration's lost. ' Federal Power Commission ,
lion has been ambivalent: A
major conference became op. 
Chairman Joseph C. Swirlier I
announced that investigators
erative at the last minute and liad traced the initial cause of
1 1
the inner circle was mysterious- 
I
ly stacked with "go slow liber.1Adam Beck No. 2 generating
,the massive blackout to the Sir '
els," both Negro and white. 
 .
I There was another problem: 
plant operated at Niagara Falls ,
the FBI checks of the partici- 
by the hydro-electric power ail-1
pants which have been slow and 
thority of Ontario, Canada. l
, the checks on Negroes even 
Swidter told newsmen about
„slower. In part, this was due 
preliminary results of the in
to the failure of some of the 
eestigation after informing
consultsnts to respond prompt. 
President Johnson. The presi. 1 1
ly 
dent named him to head the in- ,
Between the slowness of the.goirY 
to determine nhy the 80,-
, the maneuvering of the 000
-square-mile area was dark- •
whites to control the kinds of 
tined and what steps can be ta-.
Negroes attending, most No. ken to prevent 
a recurrence.
I grass had not been invited 1 T
he initial source of trouble
1by last Wednesday at
 the Beck plant — a relay
I This meant that a conference 
l system — was reported repair-
' called to discuss Negro prob.led to 
prevent a repetition of
, !ems was going to have few the wides
pread power failure
, Negroes. A quiet movement e- on 
Nov. 9 and 10. The Canadian
Igen by several members of the plant supplies 
and receives
1 staff — once they discovered power 
from 22 other intercon-
'the problem by accident — to fleeted utility systems 
supply'
i halt all invitations until the Ne-ing electric power to the North-
: gro quota was increased. Berlleast.
ford, Delores Coburn, Mettle Armstead and Celestine
Knox. On back row, same order, are Jacqueline Purnell,
Carolyn Cathry, Karen Greer and Mary Ada Ellerton. Pro-
ceeds raised in the contest will go to the Birth Defects re.
search department of Frank Tobey Hospital for Children.
(Withers Photo)
DETROIT — (NPI) — In,throwing incident. ;summoned a meeting to discuss
what police theorized was an Negro cornniunity leadersIth
e situation.
act of reprisal by white teens
teak quick action to prevent red Police discounted fears of any
taliation. Dr. Stephen C. Camp- Negro reaction. "Everything
against Negro youths, a city bell, head of the Negro Baptist is calm," they said, though con-
sanitary worker was killed by a Ministers' council, issued anleeding that there were no dues
shotgun blast fired from a urgent appeal for calm andlto the identity of the killers.
Car.
Eddie Cook, 53, was slain 1
enroute to his borne in a pre- N
dominantly Negro neigliboi hood.
He was shotgunned to death In
the chest by a group of whites
cruising the neighborhood ap-










Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One your $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I TO 
I6 Street Addreu Zone M 




. You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
CHRISTMAS CARD




2 for SC andup
Send your best wishes with these beautifully printed
eolor cards. Conventional and slim shapes ...complete
with envelopes. Traditional, religious and modem illus-






the true meaning of Christ-
mas. Imprinted with biblical






Charm of Christmas Box
32 Embossed Cards
$100
Rich holiday designs ...
all soft tones sprinkled
with glitter. Cards are gold
bronzed, embossed, attrac-
tively die cut at edges.
Envelopes included.
Beautifully Styled Greetings Cost So Little!
Value Pack Box of 50 Cards
Pleasantly stylized treat-
ment of traditional subjects
77
with simple, friendly mes-
sages. Complete with enve-
lopes. A sensational offer.
Ship KRESS For: BIGGER SELECTIONS...
BETTER QUALITY... BEST VALUES
KRESS
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30
,  9 NO. MAIN STREET 
•
We Welcome the 58th Annual Holy
Convocation of the Church of God In Christ.
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
















— The first Negro,,appointee to
the California State Beard of
Education and a former member
of the California Democratic
State 'Central Committee, Na-
thanie) S. Colley, delivered the
alumni reunion service address
here.
A 1948 graduate of Yale Law
School, Atty. Coney is presently
practicing law in Sacramento,
Calif. native of Alabama, he
is an honor graduate of Tusk,-
gee Institute, where he received
the bachelor degree in 1941.
His legal experience is in both
the area of civil and criminal
law and also includes practice
before administrative agencies.
Ile has served as chairman of
the Legal Redress Conmittee
and a member of the National
Legal Committee of the NAACP.
In August, 1960, Gov. Edmund
G. Brown appointed him to tlie
California State Board of Edu-
cation, the Board that serves as
the policy making agency of the
State Department of Education.
Colley is a member of the
California Attorney General's





We just received a big ship-
ment of the latest style
Suits in one and two buttons.
I. shaped lapels in the finest
Sharkskin, 100'3 Wool, Wool
and Mohair and blends in fan-
tastic new colors. Iridescent,
maroon, blue, black, green tti
many other colors. Also high
collar shirts in all colors- and
collars, tab and button down
arid conventional.
tutional Rights, the Denim-1.1We
National Advisory Committee's
'Sub-Committee on Urban and
Suburban Problems, and he has
" served on the California Demo-
cratic State Central Committee
and the Sacramento County
Democratic Central Committee.
Atty. Colley holds member-
ships with the California and
'Sacramento Bar Associations,
the American Judicature So-
ciety, the Sacramento Bar As-
sociations, the American Judi-
cature Society, the National As.
of Compensation
Claimants Attorneys, and is
vice-president of the Capital
City Lawyers Club.
. lie is listed in the 1981 edition
of Who's Who in. the Midwest
and was cited with the Tuskegee
Institute Alumni Award in that
same year.
Ile won the C. LaRue Munson
Prize for the most significant
contribution of any Yale Law
School student to the Legal Aid
Bureau of New Haven, Conn.,
and sharedibonors for the Ben-
jamin Scharp Prize for the best
original essay by a Yale Law
School student in 1048.
BURGERS BLAZ CORDIAL — Ever) in John de Kuype- r's▪ -Complete Guide te
day hamburgers gain dramatic new status Cordials." Also in the handsomely illustrat;
In Brandyburgers, one of hundreds of excit- ed book is a bartender's guide and a glob
lag recipes for cordial drinks and cookery airy describing 99 cordial varieties.
1965-66
DURHAM, N.C. — North Caro-
lina College has inaugurated two
radio broadcast series this year
through the facilities of a Dur-
ham radio station, Harold W.
Alexander, director of the col-
lege's News Bureau, announced.
The broadcasts, aired over
Station WSRC, are designed "to
present to our local and regional
friends and constituents a
broader, more intimate view of
the college and its various pro-
grams than we have done for.
merly," Alexander said.
President Samuel P. Massie
conducts one broacast, a fifteen-
minute personal show entitled
"A Visit with Dr. Massie," each
Sunday at 430 P.M.
On the program, which has
a flexible format, he discusses
various aspects of the college's
programs, answers questions
submitted by listeners, and oc-
casionally interviews dis
tinguished campus visitors.
The News Bureau sponsors a
trews program, "NCC in the
News," broadcast for five min-
utes on Mondays and Fridays,
five minutes before the station's
sign-off time at sunset. Con-1
ducted by students, this pro-
gram will soon be aired on Wed.
nesdays also, Alexander re-
ported.
,"New" is not always "best." That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich, old-
' fashioned flavor. 78-year-old flavor so smooth and mellow it's better than "new." Try it! Kentucky
IStraight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort and Louisville, Ky.
Inspires New Books
The new "in" addition atioeuvre, poultry, meats, acci.!nt
parties and gourmet meals isib,ked goods anti add glaineur
poured from a cordial bottle, to desserts was demonstrated
at a rijsttafel table of many
courses.
USE IN COOKING
Taking the most practical •:as-
wets of cordial uses, evert a
Cordials. budget meal of hamburger tan
At a tasting luncheon to be glamorous with a dash; of
launch their new book, John de fruit-flavored brandy heated to
Kuyper's Complete Guide te flame in the pan for extra -ef-
Cordials, the 270-year.old firm fect and smoother. flavor. Or
of cordial manufacturers not. try your hand at a Smoky Chi-
ed that this trend has inspired nese Style Chicken, a new cur-




1 pound lean ground beef
Originally discovered by 1/4 cup de Kuyper Apricot.
Monks, cordials were first used Flavored Brandy
as portions to comfort and 1 teaspoon salt
heal the poor and ailing. "This Dash pepper
medicine of the poor became Blend lightly shape into 4
the pleasure of the rich, and a patties. Brown on both side* in
favored diversion of the aria- hot butter, about 3 minutes
tocracy," according to the new each side. Add 2 tablespoons
book. ' each Brandy and butter to pan,
heat, ignite and serve blazing.
in drinks to serve before din-
ner as well as after, and spe-
cial dishes that add status even
to the everyday hamburger,
according to the veteran mak-
ers of the line of de Kuyper
, CORDIALS' 'USES
Now a new group is discov- CHINESE SMOKY CHICKEN
erg cordials, and new uses I roasting chicken about 4
for them. Young families who pounds
entertain often enjoy cordials Salt, pepper
for smooth light drinks, on the 2 cup soy sauce
rocks, with a mixer, or in cock- '4 cup honey
tails, prepared with case be- 31 cup de Kuyper G'nger
cause cordials combine flavor Flavored Brandy
a n d sweetness, producing 3 tablespoons lemon juice
drinks that are uniquely well cup bouillon
blended and rounded in flavor Season chicken inside and
with minimum stirring, out with salt and pepper. Corn-
Currently popular among bine soy, honey., Brandy, lem-
these drinks are the Margarita on juice and bouillon. Bruui
(tequila, lime juice and Triple inside chicken. Let stand
Sec, in salt-rimmed glass), and hour. Arrange bird on electric
the Black Russian (vodka and spit. Brush outside. Roast at
coffee liqueur). For more lay- 330° F. about 11 -2 hours until-
ish entertaining, the few-bottle'chicken is done, basting oXen.
home bar is now being extend- Makes 5 servings.
ed to include a variety of car- BLACK RUSSIAN
dials,
sr 
34 ounce de Kuyper Coffee
dials offer wonder-work- LiqueurC 
big flavor for the growing' 1 'z ounces vodka
group of home chefs, too. How' Pour over ice in an Old-Fasts-
cordials can season hors d'- joined glass.
We welcome Delegates
of The 58th Annual
Holy Convocation ,of


















































ISABEL—TAItOR WEDDING PARTY—Members of the -
wedding party at the recent wedding of Miss Marilyn Isa-
bel to Fitst Lt. Jelin .1. Taylor, Jr., are seen here following
the recent ceremony at Collins Chapel ('ME church. From
left are Lawrence Johnson, HI, Miss Lois Wong, Cincinnati,
LT. AN.D MRS. JOHN .1. TAYLOR, JR.—after their wed.
g ceremony which NOR performed by their pastor, Elder
0., cousin of the bride: Sylvester Washburn, Mrs. Carolyn
Cash, sister of the bride; Capt. Harold Sims, best man;
Miss Maedelle Smith, maid of honor; Lt. and Mrs. John J.
Taylor, Jr., Mrs. Harold Sims, sister of the groom; Joseph
Isabel, brother of the bride; Miss Eddie Dale Ford, and
C. R. Doggett. of Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
Church. (BLAKELY PHOTO)
Isaiah Woody. Standing in front are Anthony Wayne Isa-
bel, nephew of the bride and escort of the flower girl. Stand•
ing in front are Anthony Wayne Isabel, nephew of the bride
and escort of the flower gill, and little Miss Janice Clare
PARENTS OF NEWLYWEDS—The parents of Air Force
Lt. and Mrs. John J. Taylor. Jr., pose with them imme-
diate!), following their wedding In the sanctuary of the Col-
lins Chapel ('ME Church. The groom's parents Mr. and
Cash, Mere of the bride and flower girt. Standing in bark
of the bride and groom is Elder J. M. Doggette. Pastor of
Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church, who Per.
formed the ceremony. (PHOTOS BY BLAKLEY
Mrs. John J. Taylor, Sr., are to the left of the bridal pair
and the bride's parents, Mr. Clarence E. Isabel and Mrs.
Isabel. (BLAKELY PHOTO)
A TOAST—to the happiness of Marilyn and John Taylor, Captain Harold Sims. best MAL
Jr., Is made by Miss Maedelle Smith, maid of honor and
Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Buggs.
of 2707 Barron Avenue, an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Dorothy Nell
Buggs, to Dymus N. Lawreace,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elige
Lawrence, of Franklin, Tenn.
The wedding will take place
on Friday December 5. at Pro-
gressive Baptist church,
The bride-elect was graduat-
ed from Mt. Pisgah High
school and f r om Henderson
Business college, where she was
a member of the Sophisticates
club and the Student Council.
Miss Buggs is employed by
First National Bank of Mem-






erma lee laws •
The poet sang, "Happiness Is a perfume you cannot pour
on others without getting a few drops on yourself." And in-
deed this bairn rubbed off on the parents of CAROLYN HOL
LINGSWORTH and ARTHUR LaVANN WEBS when they
planned their children's wedding and rehearsal dinner.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. KATHRYN SHAW and
the groom is the son of Mrs. GLADYS WEBB.
1 he handsome young couple was married Sunday, Nov. 7,
in a beautiful ceremony at Flora's Wedding Chapel with Rev.
H. C. Nabrit, officiating.
The bride is a student at LeMoyne college and works with
the Youth Program. The groom, a graduate student at Mem-
phis State univereity, is employed at Union Protective Insur-
ance company.
Gaiety was the keynote of the evening when the groom's
mother entertained the couple with a rehearsal dinner at her
South Willett home. Piece de resistance was chicken in red
wine which, was due to the culinary artistry of Mrs. BENEVA
MAYWEATHER. And who said too many cooks spoil the pot?
Mrs. Mayweather's husband, TWILLARD and Mrs. GEORGIA
ATKINS, both added their two cents worth and guests are still
raving over the sumptious meal. All of them are good frineds
of the groom's mother.
Chatting with the couple about their then forthcoming
wedding ceremony were, the bride's mother, Mrs. KATHRYN
SHAW, Mr and Mrs. JAMES HAROLSON, aunt and uncle of
the bride, her sister, Miss MAXINE HOLLINGSWORTH, the
groom's aunt, Mrs. MARGARET PURDY, Miss SARA BAKER,
Miss MINNIE WALKER, Miss CLENORA F. HUDSON, Mr.
and Mrs. MAURICE BOWERS — she was matron of honor at
the wedding — OLIVER INGRAM, OSBIE HOWARD, who was
best man; BERNARD ROBERSON, Mrs. ERMA LONGPREE,
Miss Buggs Plans
is en fMr. and Mrs. LEROY BAKER, Mr. and Mrs. WALTER HILL
ii and Miss ETHEL M. JONES.
The newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. ARTHUR LaVANN WEBBr are at home on Glenview.
F , And then you know concert artist ALPHA BRAWNER will
I tie wed SATURDAY in New York City to ARTHUR FLOYD,
DI Jr. Her sister, Dr. CLARA BRAWNER, is making the an-
If nouncement. Dr. and Mrs. W. A. SISSON, long-time family
1i friends are going up to the wedding where he will give the
1 bride away
' I Dr. Brawner left Sunday in order to be there for the pre-
nuptial parties. The rehearsal dinner will be at the Hawaiian
( Kai restaurant in ciowntown New York.
, ah, to be sixteen, that all important birthday in a young
• girl's life. It finally came for HARRIETT ELIZABETH DAVIS,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. CLAIBORNE DAIVS on South
Parkway. Of course, it's no longer coming than any other birth.
. day, but then it just seems te be, I guess because there's so
much anticipation.
The Devises feted their winsome daughter with a "Sweet
Sixteen" party at their home last Friday night. The family den
was appropriately decorated with balloons and streamers and
the beautiful cake featured sixteen candles.
Elizabeth made a pretty picture in her black and white !
shift, and her young guests looked equally as pretty, the girls
in their party dresses and the boys in their best bibs and tuck-
ers.
Members of the young set enjoying the party were SYLVIA
BRASWELL, DEBRA MATTOX, LINDA WILLIAMS, LAVELL
STANDARD, BARBARA KNIGHT, CAROL EARLS, MELANIE
McWILLIAMS, ALMA HARRIS, LYNN JONES, LOIS LYNOM,
ELVA MICKEL, JANET HORNE, ALENE JONES, GJAUN-
DELL FISHER, GLENDA TAYLOR, PATRICIA CASH, RON-
ALD WALTERS, VIREE RICHMOND, Jr., CARY WOODS,
STEPNEY BENNETT, ERIC DeWALT, CLARENCE DAVIS,
LEON IVORY, GEORGE GOSSETT, Jr., WILLIAM OLIVER,
BERNARD STANDARD and PAUL NELSON.
Los Doce Amigos chose the Sheraton- Motor Inn for their
dinner honoring the models and others who had helped them
with their fashion show. The fashion show, "Fashions In Splen-
dor," for which they imported MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG
from Detroit, was an overwhelming success, socially, financial..
ly and civicly.
Attesting to the financial success of the show was the check
for four hundred dollars which Mrs. DENISE R. HAWKINS, ;
chairman, presented to Bishop J. 0. PATTERSON at the din-
ner for the benefit of the Pentecostal Day Care Center whichl
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia _
December \/\Tedding 
(1.1 P — Polish Communist
leader Wladyslaw Gomulka and
1
Premier Jozef Cyrankiewicz
arrived for a five-day office'
visit to Yugoslavia.
phis.
Mr. Lawrence a student at
t h e University of Tennessee
Medical School, is a honor
graduate of Natchez High
School in Franklin, Tennessee.'
He was graduated from Ten-
nessee A & I State university, .
where he was a member of
Beta Kappa Chi Honorary So—
ciety and Arnold Air Society.
Mr. Lawrence was a naviga-4
tor and radar observer in the •
, Air Force where he attained the
grade of captain, the rank he
presently holds in the United
States Air Force Reserve.
I He served with the Second
'Air Force in Saigon Vietnam
Fin•st quality norn• brand wigs in.
dueling th• f a ill ou s Misrriwig from
France. Individually styled and fitted
for you. No money dawn, •rnoll monthly
payment. Let our stirperienc•d stylist









is the project of the club.
Los Doce Amlogs are Mesdames ERNESTINE BROWN
LEE, JULIA ATKINS, SHIRLEY W. SMITH, PEARL W.
HINES, GERALDINE MILLER, LOIS GILDER, DEBORAH
PATTERSON, JOAN GOLDEN, DESSIE LEE, BETTYE
OWEN, DENISE HAWKINS and Miss ANN FLETCHER.
Guests relishing the steak dinner were Mesdames ROSE
GOODMAN, POLLY C. SWAYZE, ROLENA PORTER, RUTH-
IE LaGRONE, JUDA EILAND, LORICE VANPELT, ARBLES-
SA ROWE, ERNESTINE B. WASHINGTON, MARY TAYLOR.
JEWEL HULBERT, Miss BIRDEEN GOLDEN and yours
truly.
You know the Sigmas commemorated the 43rd anniver-
sary of their sorority with a public program Sunday at St.
John Baptist church. Their speaker was Mrs. CATHERINE L.
STEWART, who's one of their sorors from East St. Louis, Ill.
Members of the sorority welcomed their soror and speaker
and other visiting sorors Saturday night with a reception at
their Sorority House on Saxon.
The charming Mrs. Stewart, who wes accompanied by her
husband, DOUGLAS D. STEWART was lovely in a black dress
which was set off by a jewel encrusted collar. Other sorors
from East St. Louis were Mesdames LOUISE W. LYERSON,
WILLETT CRIGGLER and OSSIE W. BAILEY.
Sorora dispending that brand of hospitality which comes
from the conviviality of sisterhood were Mesdames BERNICE
R. COLE, Chairman; ELDORA AMOS, JEANETTE CARR,
with her husband ORTIE CARR; ANETT McFIELD, LYDIA
McKINNEY, MARIE L. ADAMS, CORA SMITH, ETHEL W.
WATKINS, the basileua with her husband, N. G. WATKINS,
and Misses NORMA STRICKLANE, BEVERLY KIRKLON and
L. C. THOMAS.
The SKC Bridge Club harkened to the call of MILDRED
"Midge" CRAWFORD Saturday night at her North Bellevue
home where they tossed aside calorie charts and really en-
joyed the Thanksgiving dinner.
Receiving envious glances because of the beautiful lingerie
they won at bridge were first prize winner HARRIET WALK-
ER, CHARLESTEEN MILES, second, who was out for the first
time since her bout with the surgeon; and ALMA BOOTH com-
ing in third Guest prize winners were ARETTA POLK, first
and FRANCES HAYES, second. KATHRYN PERRY THOMAS
was gifted for helping to keep scores.
Other SKC's enjoying the festive meeting were MELBA
BRISCOE, HARRIETT DAVIS, JULIA HOPKINS, MARION
PRIDE, and MINNIE WOODS.
DORINDA GRAY was also a guest.
Dr. Clara Browner announces'and the late Mr. Arthur Floyd,'sity in New York City,
the engagement of her sister. Sr., who was an Agricultural
Miss Alpha Brawner to Arthur advisor at Tuekegee, is a
Floyd, Jr. The wedding graduate of Morehouse Collegecere-.
mony will be solemnized Satur-
day, Nov. 20 at twelve noon
in the Little Church Around
the Corner in New York City.
Miss Brawner, who is the
daughter of the late Dr. and
Mrs. Jeff Brawner, is a con-
cert and opera singer of world
renown. She is a graduate of
Manassas High school, Spelman
college in Atlanta and the Jul-
hard School of Music in New
York,
Mr. Floyd, the son of Mrs.
Arthur Floyd, Sr., of Tuskegee
Tho • I •r• of courteous service and r•o son a b I •pia,'. Mrs. MaCray says, "corns, by and lit us show
you our fall and winter line of Wornisn's and Childron'sDr 
Mort, two can fit you in on entir• wardrob•; Shirts,Slacks, Sport Coot•, Jackets and Work Clothes.
Gmbrire Willisent • Ownitt
Mrs. TA111I•le WIfil”11 • Ce•Own•r





































































llostM4 another Saturday bridge club feat was ADA J
'BON, who greeted the members of the Flamingo Bridge
at the Windermere Town and Country Club.
Flamingoes winging It in for prizes of useful and we
good looking cookware were VERA CLARKE, first, BER
DILLARD second and MARY ROBINSON, third.
Other members playing were VERA STEVENSON,
LISS HORNE, REO RITA JACKSON, JEAN YARBRO
FANNIE WEST, ELEANOR CURRIE and WILMA CAMPB
LILA DUNIAS was guest.
And then BERNICE MAYES beckoned to the Mode
Bridge club Saturday and they were at her home on
Bernice gave a combination of gifts, jewelry, bubble
which accompanied a pretty gold soap tray, and a china
pote.
Lucky winners were HANNAH BOYD, first; JUAN
TRUITT, second, and GLORIA VENSON, third. Guest winneket
were VELMA LOIS JONES, first; and VERNITA DOGG
second. LESLIE NELSON helped with the scores and also
ceived a gift.
Partaking of the al fresco dinner and the German rho
cake which the hostess had made were club members B
BARA BAILEY, ELAINE CAMPBELL, JACKIE ROSS, HE
WHALUM and CYNTHIA WINFREY.
Other guests were MERTIS EWELL, JOLENE WESVPIIII,..
BROOK SAWYER, and her sister in law, SYLVIA WEST-0111
BROOK.
The JUGS. decided to get together Saturday night "Dutch
Treat," at Malunda's to formulate plans for the years. Around
the conference table were ANN NELSON, DELORES LEWIS,
SARAH CHANDLER, MARIE BRADFORD, PEARL GORDON,
and HELEN COOKE, with her friends from Chicago, CLARICS
WEATHERS REED.
Mesdames L. W. Jones and J. C. Mickel were co hostesses
at the latter's Walker Avenue home to the Elite Literary and
Social club. These ladies, who're well known as proponents of
the arts, were pleased to hear Miss ADDIE GOLDEN of Le-
Moyne College's Hollis F. Price Library read the biography of
WILLIAM GOLDEN.
Members of this genteel group of ladles present were
dames A. S. HUNNICUTT, J. A. BEAUCHAMP, T. J. BEAU,
CHAMP. MILTON BRANDON, H. A. COLLINS, Sr., B. G.
OLIVE, Jr., M. J. OWENS, T. H. WATKINS, the president; N.
M. WATSON and G. W. WEST, Jr.
Mrs. VIOLA HAYSBRET was welcomed as a new member.
6uests were Mesdames WILLETTE HUMPHREY and OMF&A
H. SHELTO.
My pride and joy, the Co-Ettes met Sunday at the home of
PAT SIMPSON where they held an orientation meeting for new
members who're really catching it this week. They also talked
about their pet project, the United Negro Collge Fund which is
the purpose of their Christmas Charity Ball to be held Decem-
ber 30, at Bruce Hall. Open up when they come to you.
PAULINE ALLEN, who's fast becoming a real Memphian,
flew to her native Columbus, Miss., over the week-end to taa
care of some pertinent business and also to attend a Ze'l.
meeting. Of course no one minds combining business with pleas-
ure if possible, and that's what she did when she attended the
Elks party which was a part of their Mid-Winter Conference.
Did you know that the vivacious ERMA CLANTON had a
bid to speak at the First African Baptist Church in Columbus,
Georgia? Well she did, she soared off there by way of Atlanta,
where she stopped over with Dr. and Mrs. EDWARD WEAV-
ER. Dr. Weaver is a professor at A.U.
When she got to Columbus she was met by a group from
the church as well as some of her sorors in Zeta Phi Beta so•
rority and both feted her the same night. The church is pas-
bored by Rev. FRED LOFTON, whom you'll remember from
Owen College.
All of this traveling f•sr Erma occured on a week-end ans!
she was in her classroom on that Monday morn meeting her
students of Melrose High. That's what we call efficiency and
proficiency too!!
Oh that fall vacationers, how wonderful to take that envied
fall trip. MARY HOFFMAN is back looking refreshed after an
envigorating trip to the East Coast with stops in D. C. and Phil-
adelphia. And then she did a complete about face and jetted
off to the West Coast where she visited relatives in Los Ange-
les. Some traveling eh?
Mrs. ABBIE CARRUTHERS is another one of those fall via
cationers. She's back from Denver, where she visited her silo
ter, Mrs. FLORIDA BROWN, who's a former Memptilan.
Visitors in our midst recently have been Mrs. JOHN
MEACHAM from Batley, Michigan, who was visiting her sister
in law, Mrs. LILLIE DAVIS on Sparks Rd.
And CLARICE WEATHERS REED and her mother, Mrs
CORNELIA WEATHERS were here from Chicago visiting Mr
and Mrs. I,ONGINO A. COOKE, Sr., on Mississippi blvd,, as
well as the Junior Cookes on Rozelle. They also divided their
time with relatives, LAVERN and LUKE WEATHERS out in
Evergreen Gardens.
Another Chicagoan, LULA McEWEN HEDGEMAN is visit-
ing her parents, Bishop and Mrs. A. B. McEWEN on South
Parkway. Accompanying mommie is her four month old barn
bino, DENITA JO. Lula's husband, Herb, is in real estate in
Chicago.
Pop calling the other day we were really impressed with
the offices of the young Atty. JAMES 0. PATTERSON, Jr., in
the Oglethorpe building on Wellington. It's across the street
from Pentecostal Temple which is pastored by his father, BIS-
HOP J. 0. PATTERSON, Sr. Real snazzy. You know ''Teda,"
as the attorney is called by &lents was listed in "Who's Who
in American Colleges and Universities" while he was a stu-






























































































































JOB CORPS TR IINEL DLPARTS — The second Women's
Job Corps trainee to leave Shelby County for the training
center at Los Angeles, was Miss Calvary Malone, and on
hand to bid her good bye at the Memphis Municipal air-
port are members of her family and WICS, an organisation
composed of a number of women's groups, which is in
charge of Job Corps recruiting in major cities in the U.S.
Welcomes he 58th Annual Holy Convocation of











More Turkeys Than Ever
On This Year's Market
Plentiful turkey is is wise lwrain,er and place on a shell
choice for homemakers with an in the refrigerator. Allow two Fo r BAt Claxtons
W mOn front row, from left, are hin (ining, Miss Ma-
lone's nephew; Mrs. Frank Malone, her mother; Miss Ma.
lone, and Mrs. Joe Garner of WICS. On back row, same
order, are Mrs. H. T. Thornton, WICS; Mrs. Willie Ruth On Rights In
Wilkinson, Miss Maione's sister; and Mrs. Ray Morton, di-
rector of WICS office. (Withers Photo)
azaareye on the budget — both for a to four days .for defrosting,. or
traditional Thanksgiving din.
lh 
paice bird .1 i„ Its ,„.,v,nni The Stitch and Chat SewingThe Community Floral club ner and other meals thiouiei-held their November meeting out th 
wrapper under cold running Club met Wednesday night in
Use year.
on Tuesdati night, Nov. 2, in the water. Two to six hours should the 
home of Mrs. Eva Hill at
home of Mr. and Mrs. George At 103.7 million birds, esti- i he allowed for thawing. 
829 Saxon with the president,
Claxton of 1312 N. Decatur. ND'mated 1965 production is four BIRD MAY SPOIL 
s. Lula Gibson, presiding.
Mrs. Pinkie Walker led out Percent more than during 1964., A combination of the two 
Final plans were made' for
in the devotions. Mrs. M. J, Turkey supplies during the holie methods may' be used, but the 
the club's annual Bazaar which
Alexander, the vice president, day season are estimated about'turkey should never be allowed will be held Saturday, Nov. 20,
presided over the business ses. five 
percent larger than last ,, to thaw at room temperature, at the residence of Mrs. Edna
year, Prices are expected teIbecause spoilage can take place Gillen', 1060 Cummings. With
siT short program was given be about as attractive this hob- befere- the inside is thawed, proceeds going toward the
and included the reading of po- day season as last. Turkey should be stuffed just club's scholarship fund, all
Turkey experts from the 
before roasting. Ingredients D'pes of sewing will be sold.briviathtilers.mooL rtetie
and Mrs. Poultry and Egg National 
;should be mixed just before The club will also sell plate
ems
Mr s . 
Lucy Hicks. Board say the number of pe• 
; e
placing it in the bird. If pack- lunches. Offered as first prize
A guest at the meeting was pie to be fed is the important ed too tightly, the dressing may is a turkey. A fruit cake will
Mrs. Annie Sewell of Detroit. factor in selecting the size of be soggy' 
and the fowl may go to the second prize winner.
Assisting the hostess in the the bird. Nearly all turkey
s laurst when the material ex- The public is inytted to help
serving of a Thanksgiving men- found on today's market are 
panda while cooking. h worthy MN).
'
u was Mrs. Ellen Kitchen, immature birds and are theret - 
The club has made plans for fore tender. And the only dif- ,
a "Pre-Christmas Festival" to ference between a hen and a'
be held. at the home of Mr. torn is size.
and Mrs. Henry Gault of 1098
N. Capital ave. on Tuesday HOW TO CHOOSE
night. Dec. 7., The larger birds, from 12 to
Mrs. Minnie Exoin is presi- 24 pounds, will offer more meat.
dent of the club, and Mrs. Rosa to bone than the smaller birds.t
MIMI- secretary. Some cooks for large family
dinners inay prefer to serve ,
two small birds and thus have'
four drumsticks, four wings:
and two dressings.
The National Turkey Founds-
lion suggests the following i
guide in buying ready-to-cook
turkey: six to eight pound tur-
key will have from six to eight
servings; eight to 12 pound tur 4.4-
key will serve from 10 to 20;
one weighing from 12 to 16 will
have Irons 20 to 32 
federal courts take over cases to 20 pounds will serve from
servings; ls
QUINTON R. FOWLER
of racial violence unlikely to 32 to 40, and a bird weighing ;
Ask U.S. Aid
State Courts
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
_ emp •ans Bag Limit mission recommended thatThe U. S. Civil Rights Cotn_ 
During Pheasant Hunt
Jimmy Jones, Squire H. T. efforts of cooking breakfast
Lockard and Dr. Charles Pinks, land providing steak dinners for
ton of Memphis, and John us. Nebraska is known for its
Gammon of Marion, Ark., 'fine beef."
traveled to Lincoln, Nebraska,, The group plans to hunt for
recently for a pheasant hunt.
local game in this area, he
While there, they were joined , said which will include quail,
by local hunters John Bowers,
deer and ducks.Joe Iresnak and William Sch-
laeder. Dr. Pinkston was in Arkan•
Although the hunting for the
four days was said to have
been hard, the MidSoutherners
managed to kill tour cock birds
a day and got the bag limit of
20 during the five-day visit.
Most of the hunting was done,l
around Lincoln, Greeley and
Comstock, Neb.
"The hospitality of the peo-
ple was very outstanding," Dr.
Pinkston said. "Our trip was
made very pleasant by their
sas last week on a deer hunt,
but he failed to bag one.
Two hunters in the party got
two small bucks.
Twelve Jailed
a sorting office have been sent
to jail for six months each for
stealing from the mails.
WANTED
TWO FURNITURE AND APPLIANCE SALESMEN
TO SELL NAME BRANDS, INCLUDING GENERAL
ELECTRIC, MAGNAVOX, R.C.A., PHILCO AND
MOTOROLA.
JAY'S FURNITURE at APPLIANCE
281 W. MITCHELL RD.
PH. 397-7507
Miss Marilyn Alexander, Make-up Artist
at Unis Of Memphis. 1712 Netherwood Ave.
models an exciting Off White Dress, Gold
Derby Chapeau, -exquisite Beige Gloves
and Sara Coventry Jewelry from Unis Of
be handled fairly in state
courts.
'1,1e commission also urged
that more federal officers be
assigned to racially tens e'
areas and given authority to ,
make on-the-spot arrests.
A commission report on law
enforcement in the South was
!climaxed by the far reaching
! recommendations for the Pres-
ident and Congress.
Under legislation proposed
in the report, federal courts
could assume jurisdiction of
cases already tried or oend
ing in state courts sad
(lents which have resulted in
no state pi osecittion. TLe fed-
eral charge 7uuld be the same
as ii WOG:d h ,e been al state
..,,urts and would carry t h
same penalty. 
The commission suggested
BIRMINGHAM, England — that provisions be made for
(UPI) — Twelve postmen, al. federal courts to
most the entire night shift' at 
three-judge 
determine which matters war.
rant federal prosecution before
a judge and jury.
Federal prosecution would be
in order "where the failure of
local officials to act, or the
nature of their action consti-
tute a denial of equal protec-
tion in the administration of
justice or where it is deter-
' mined that justice is admin-
istered in the community in-
volved in a manner so as to
deny equal protection of, the
laws," said the commission.
It added that the proposed
law might "set forth various
standards, such as the extent
of racial discrimination ir .the
selection of juries" for evalu-
ation by the three-judge panels.
Memphis 1712 Netherwood. You are in-
vited to visit this unique little shop any
week day between the hours of ten and six.
Your charge-ail accounts are
Miss Eunice Carruthers, Prop.
from 20 Co 24 will serve from
40 to 50.
It a boneless turkey roast or
roll is selected, one can count
on four servings to the pound
LOOK FOR MARK
When selecting a turko
look for the round government
iinspection mark on the label
All poultry shipped interstate
must, according to law, he fed-
erally inspected for wholesome -
tress by U.S. Government in
spectors. Be sure that the
wrappers on frozen turkey are
not torn or broken and that the
bird is still solidly frozen.
In selecting fresh turkey, lie
sure that the skin is clean and
waxy in appearance, with few
pinfeathers and no bruises or
discolorations nor any torn
places on the skin.
The bird should be thoroughly
thowed and the giblets removed
before cooking.
Leave the bird in its original
are very much interested in your buying a
new or one owner used car
If by any chance, you are thinking of pur-





THE TREND SETTING OF
POPULAR FAMOUS NAME
BRAND HATS
Priced to Fit Your Budget
WITH GRACEFUL CHOOSING
IN 100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
AND DYNEL PONYTAILS
WE CARRY A COMPLETE SELECTION OF HANDBAGS,
COSTUME JEWELRY, HOSIERY AND GLOVES
RHEALEE HAT SHOP
EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY & ACCESSORIES
405 N. CLEVEUND (Just South of Sears Crosstown)
OPEN UNTIL 9 EVERY NIGHT
Beautiful BROYHILL Contemporary
Walnut Bedroom Suite
Consists of: Double Dresser, Mir-













OA mere Meal Amnon.)
Square footage at a premium at your house?
You can't possibly five with banquet.site dining
room furniture ail week long? We have what
you need . • . Cellencia by Thomasville, clas.
sically simple, beautifully preportioneci for the
smaller room, glowingly lovely in genuine cherry
-wood.
HOLIDAY SALE!
UP 10 40% REDUCTIONS!
FREE FREE FREE
10 TO 12 LB. TURKEY, WITH PURCHASE
OF $50.00 OR MORE.
FREE - LADIES' OR MEN'S WALTHAM
WRIST WATCH • LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
ONE PER CUSTOMER
Beautiful SPANISH Bedr000m Suite by BROYHILL
at a price you can now afford!
Grille mouldings and intricate detais capture that look of distfnction that's so 
$34000
definitely Spanish! 72"rTriple Dressir with twin mirrors and full size Panel Bed
EASY •... Regular $439.00. Now yM TERMS
NO MONEY DOWN . . . UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
SPECIAL PLAN FOR SCHOOL TEACHERS -NO PAYMENT
DURING SUMMER VACATION FIRST PAYMENT—MARCH 1966
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Authentic Imported Hand Carved
French Provincial, Cherry Wood
and Fruit Wood
Beautiful Brocatelle Covers
90" Sofa with foam zip-
pered cushions, coral, turquoise or green
color with printed chair. Chairs of fabric
protected by. Scotchgard stain repair.
 vaaneseneam
• FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE • NO INTEREST
p.110004.~mamtamoemenieesemp,mmimenoftwaseeeseeseen
For smart young moderns!
COORDINATED 2-PIECE STRATFORD GROUPING!
BOTH PIECES
ONLY . . .
Regular $279.00
111111. 
'MISS LESTER AND COURT — Miss Estella Harris, "Miss Lester of 196S-
66" and members of her court are seen here on the stage of Lester high
school. From left are Misses Aanderine Amos, Edith Harris, Dorothy John-
son, Dorothy Ilurd, Shirley Henderson, Janey Harley, Naomi Reed. Vir-
ginia Turner, Mr. Reginald Mosby, Miss Carol Morris. who was "Miss Lester
wreak _
•MISS LESTER' AND ATTENDANTS—Miss
Lester High of 1965-66 is shown with her
attendants during the Coronation Ball last
week. From left are Virginia Turner, Reel-
of 1964-65" and who is now a freshman at Memphis State university; Miss
Harris, the new "Miss Lester," Mr. Ilarold Taylor, Misses Juanita Anthony,
Linda Keeley, LaJean Martin, Melberta Meadows, Emma Moss, Dianatha
Beasley and Gwendolyn nigh.
nald Mosby, Estella Harris, "Miss Lester;"
Harold Tas for and Juanita Anthony. (Gene
Rubinson Photos)
Est,Ila Harris Crowned Judge To Study
I 'Miss Lester'-1965-66 King Motion To
Move Libel Suit
The faculty and student
of Lester high school welcomed
many friends and alumni last
l'!"=.4eweek at the Coronation Cere-
monies held in the School Cafe-
torium.
body included Mrs. Margaret Fl.
Sanders, chairman; I. McIn-
tyre, Mrs. E. Griffin, I. Spill-
ers, Capt. J. Taylor, Mrs. E.
K. Romby, Mrs. F. Sartin, R.
H. Morris, principal and J. E.
Estella Harris, ''Miss Lester Wesley. assistant 
principal..
ele.".1e of 1965-66,' ware crowned by 
AP,: Carol Morris, "Miss Lester of
den= 1964-65," who was radiant as
she walked the boardwalk dur-
ing the ceremonies in her re-
4111111,• gal attire. She wore a white
Mew% peau de sole' gown with the
1.1"-- official Miss Lester robe of
black and gold slipper satin.
Immediately following the
ceremonies, Miss Lester and
• her Court were escorted to the
gym, which was elaborately
decorated. They danced to the
music of Louis Rice's Combo. peels to win the VietnameseThursday the pep rally Was
• held in the gym and the foot. war. 
Ifthis is not done, Goldwatei
said, the United States would
, ball queen and her attendants
, were presented.
e
Many clubs and classes parti- be in the war "a long, long
cipated in the Homecoming pa- time.-
rade which was led by Lester's The 1964 G 0 P presidentiai
Marching Band with their viva- candidate also said he was not
emus majorettes. in favor of using atomic bombs
Thursday all roads led to or staging indiscriminate raids
Melrose stadium where the °O Hanoi which would kiU
"Mighty Lions" roared and the
civilians. Instead he called for
Douglass Red Devils fell in de-
" feat. The half time activities
presented Lester's Fire-twir-
lers which captivated the audi-
ence with their perfection of
agility.
The Homecoming Committee
raids on Hanoi's industrial com-
plex, including its port city of
Haiphong, and the r oad and
bridges leading into the area.
Goldwater said he also would
tie in economic sanctions as
part of his strategy to win the
War.
AUTO - LIABILITY - FIRE HOMEOWNERS
HOSPITALIZATION TRIP - LIFE INSURANCE
lotted. • qinri • 44-6ter41496
INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 942 3251 946-8169
979 EAST McLEMORE
arry urges
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Fed-
eral District Judge Frank A.
Hooper ordered a hearing on a
motion to transfer a $1.5 million
'MISS LESTER OF 1965-66' — Dearing her crown as "Miss
Lester Iligh School of 1965-66" is Miss Estella Harris, She
was crowned by Miss Carol Morris, the former "Miss Lest-
er" who is now a freshman at Memphis State university.
libel suit against Dr. Martin CONCORr, N.C. — Barber-)
Luther King Jr. from Allt.nta to
New York. Scotia College students elected
Rosetta Madison, senior fromHooper also ordered deposi-
tions taken on Nov. 22 from Brevard, N.C., as president of -
King and New York Policeman ithe campus pre-alumni associa-
omb t.ieut. Thomas Ft. Gilligan, who tion which will sponsor the in-fi:ed the suit.
stitution's student drive for the
Gilligan charged that King, in 'United Negro College Fund.
Viet Capital zci,d t eh i2my os ifonm urder  appearancein h  , s iaacyciunsg- m rost e
Ri I' I) of a Negro youth last year in
Harlem. Gilligan later was went; Henrietta Phelps, junior
WASHINGTON — from Asheville, N.C., vice pres-1
Barry Goldwater said tkie Unit- cleared of any wrongdoing in-- from Hampton, Ga.; secretary;ed States "must make up its ,the shooting, Arthur Mae Jones, junior of At-
mind to bomb" the North Viet, King, contending any state- lanta, Ga., assistant secretary.
Nam capital of Hanoi if it ex. ments he made did rot damage Also Margot Aiken, junior
the officer, said he could not re- from Brevard, N.C. treasurer;
ceive a fair trial in Atlanta. .Ruby Saxon, sophomore from
The serpnt )4 on youth lor Elton,
Esahlon Fair 1955 with Cheintlen
or's eamel and blue NOM plaid two-
piece nuit pith the neo pleated frOnt
felines, to the skirt. rile matching
fedora hot ,,b, made and designed In
Ir) o
  officersjaek selectedaon 
reshl.earne
From the Hannah Troy rolleellon,
white two-ofree roektall ennemble fea-
turing the rape Mal In nhown
Ebony Fanhlon I air. The A-lifte dress
in %OM) enhan.ed with a Jeweled
broach.
1965 EBONY FASHION FAIR
THE 1965 EBONY FASHION FAIR, sponsored by the Mem-
phis Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority to be
presented at the Municipal Auditorium Music Hail on Nov.
17. 1965. The traveling fashion show is sponsored by Ebony,
a Negro-oriented publication for charitable purposes in
some 64 cities this year. Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, 1678
Riverside Blvd., chairman.
LAGOS — (NP!) — Sarale
A. Owens is so fascinated by
the work she did in Africa for
four years under private spoil-
Isorship, that she is now re-
turning to the country as a re-
presentative of the U. S. govern-
ment to continue her work.
Miss Owens returned last
week after a brief vacation in
New l'ork, and a consultation
In Washington, to take up a post
as assistant cultural officer for
the U. S. Information Agency.
A native New Yorker, she
served as field worker for the
Committee of Correspondence,i
a small organization directed
to the special aims and needs
of womenleaders around the
world.
In her new post, her duties
include that of women's activi•
des adviser to Nigeria's wom-
en. In this respect she will ad-
vise on urban, rural a n d
market activities!
"Market women," she said,
"arc the backbone of the
economy for they sell produce
and goods and are extremely
competent in their job."
Asan CCCO representative
Miss Owens spent two years In
Uganda and Kenya, before
going to Nigeria. the COC
founded in 1952, with headquar•
Lenin New York, brought her
in contact with 4.500 women
j in more than 100 countries and
'territories.
Miss Owens is succinct In her
observations of an American
Negro woman in Africa, She
pointed out that it has its ad.
vantages and disadvantages.
Her color had its advantage,
she said. "They would take
me into a village sooner than
they might some other Ameri-
can. But Africans want a well'
qualified person in a job, first
and foremost.
illy color wouldn't help me
NEED MONEY?4.4
Solve Your Problems •
With a Small. Low Cost
Real Istate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments







$2,000.00.....-  9 45.50
$2,500.00 5 56.20
95,000.00 $110.82
Keysville, Ga., eporter; Mo.
hamed Bakkioui, Tangers, Mor






ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
a "It's Better ti
Sorrow At a Bank"
if they thought I WAS coming
as a second-class person in a
}oh that required first class
qualifications."
Miss Owens received h e r
master's degree at New York
university after completing
undergraduate work at t h e
University of Cincinnati. She
has done gradeate work at the
University of Chicago.
• She started out to be a clini-
cal psychologist, but was side-
tracked into the guidance
ield.
She was a national YWCA
staff member, worked with
the American Friends Service
committee and was active in
:civic organizations in N e w
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FROM NOW ON FRESH MILK IS NOT THE BEST MILK FOR COOKING.
NEW IMPROVED VELVETIZED CARNATION IS. Why' Because Carnation Evaporated
Milk has been improved. It's velvetized. What's velvetized mean? It's that little something extra that changes every.
thing. New improved velvetized Carnation performs miracles with everyday meals, makes everything better than
fresh milk ever could. Makes meat loaf juicier, never crumbly. Makes soups creamier, sauces smoother, and is
twice as nutritious as fresh milk. New improved velvetized Carnation is the modern, economical, better cooking
milk. Try the recipe for Meat Loaf Continental and see how much better meat loaf can be when it's made with new
improved velvetized Carnation.
MEAT LOAF CONTINENTAL
1 1/2 pounds ground beef
11/2 cup fine cracker meal
1 egg
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon garlic salt
1/, teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon prepared mustard





Combine ingredients. Mix lightly.
Place in 81/2 x 31/2 x 21/4 inch loaf
pan. Bake in moderate oven (375°F.)
about 50 minutes. Let stand on
a wire rack about 10 minutes be-












Coach Johnny Johnson has
come lip with the formula for
beating Melrose. His Manassas
team was all togged out ready
to head for the Tigers' impor-
tant clash with Melrose for the
city championship when it was
discovered that their convey-
ance hadn't arrived.
All the while, Coach Eldridge
Mitchell's razor sharp Golden
Wildcats were the lone occu-
pants of the stadium field as
their opponents were holed in
on their northside campus.
Finally the next best thing
was done when it was learned
that Manassas hadn't ordered
a bus. One was requisitioned.
With game time nearing the
team showed up, and after the
principals (coaches) went in
to consulation with referee E.
H. Simon, Manassas was given
a few minutes to loosen up. The
passers, three of them, eager-
ly warmed up their wings. By
this time most of the fans had
heard of the passing antics of
quarterback Wilbert Trigg. So
when an aerial sailed about 50
yards in the air the uninformed
fan thought it was the Tigers'
Tennessee State
Nears Bowl Bid
EARL S. CLANTON, III
NASHVILLE — Undefeated
and united, Tennessee State
University's football t e a m,
ranked sixth by Associated
Press (college division) seems
destined to shatter all but two
of the university's eight indivi-
dual season grid records.
Coach John A. Merritt-s
charges, 5-0 this year and 8-0
over two seasons, are in among
the three teams from which
the post son, NCAA spon-
sored Grantland Rice Bowl
slate will be picked, and the
Nashvillians will revive college
football in St. Louis November
13 when they face Jefferson
City, Missouri based Lincoln
University in the first Gate-
way Classic in Busch Stadium.
'The AP ranking, a possible
foe for the Grantland Rice
competition, and playing in the
first Gateway Classic are his.
tory-making highs for a single
Big Blue season performance.
However. sharp-passing Eld-
ridge Dickey and sure-handed
end, Johnnie Robinson havel
disqualifying fouls.
White's field goal on his first
attempt at place kicking set a
record for distance, carrying
37 yards. Charles Hendricks of
Douglass, Eddie Richards of
Washington and William Par-
tee of Mitchell Road have
kicked shorter ones in the past
five years.
lBLUES BOWL HOSTS
Manassas will take a week
off before resuming practice
for its Blues Bowl opponents. ,
C.B.C. declined a bid tot
play. So did Kingsport Dobyni-'
'Bennett, thus eliminating the
possibility of the first white
team participating in the chari-
ty game. C.B.C. Coach Tom
Nix was a spectator at the Ma-
nassas-Melrose contest and is
credited with having com-
mented that he didn't want any
part of either team.
The Brothers turned down an
invitation to play earlier in the ,
week after two key players




flanker, was about as busy as
you can get. He spent a few
minutes booting extra points,
left in a hurry to go punt a
few, and while his punts were
being fielded, got in the passing
line to snag a few.
You really can't assess how
much the 15 minutes delay had
on helping Manassas snap Mel-
rose's 18 game winning skein,
and with the way Manassas hit
on defense to go with its blitz-
ing wide open offense, the los-
ers realized the superior team
won out.
However, for those coaches
who believe in witch-craft and
other peculiar winning formu-
las, delaying your bus is not
the key factor. You must have
the horses. Manassas' Wilbert
Trigg threw 25 times and com-
pleted 13 for 305 whooping
yards. Three of his connections
were for touchdowns to brother
Charles Trigg,
Just as superb was the Ti-
ger's running attack. The vici-
ous line smashes of George
White and William Herron and
the lateral movement caused
by sprint out passing of W.
Trigg, sapped the strength of
the Melrose forward wall. De-
spite some deadly.- blocking and
tackling .1elrose's part,
Manassas keemed equal to the
occassion, holding on after los-
NEW FACES IN AIR FORCE ROTC —
Tennessee State University's new professor
of Aerospace Studies, Lt. Colonel Ilannibal
M. Cox, USAF, center, discusses oi ganiza-
Donal plans for the 1,450 cadets now enroll-
ed in .WROTC courses at the I:diversity
with his assistant, Capt. David C. Feiler,
left, and newly-appointed Deputy Wing
Commander Cadet/11,t, Colonel Vorty Moon,
Col, Cox, Chicago, is an outstanding veter-
an of over 165 combat fighter pilot missions
during World War II and the Korean con-
DEFENDER.
flict. Capt. Feller Ridgefield Park, N. J.,
a C•130 pilot with over 3,000 flight hours
was transferred from pope Air Force Base,
N. C. to Tennessee State this fall. Cadet/
Lt. Col. Moon of Miami, Fla., one ol the
most outstanding cadets during summer
training at various air force bases, has
a brother, Capt. Edward E. Moon, an hon-
or graduate of Tennessee State, serving as
combat pilot in Viet Nam with over 100
missions to his credit. (Joe Zinn Photo)
Trigg Brothers Lead Manassas
To 24-14 Victory Over Melrose
ing wnhte early in toe inira 
period with an ankle injury and right arm of quarterback 
Wil-
two first string linesmen on bert Trigg and the phenomenal
Pass catching of his brother
Charles Trigg to a thrilling 24-
14 victory over Melrose last
Friday night in Melrose Stad-
ium for the Prep League cham-
pionship bet ore an overflow
crowd of over 8,000 fans.
The Trigg-to-Trigg passing
combination accounted for
three long touchdowns that
netted 113 yards.
Charles Trigg scored in re-
ceptions of 74, 94, and 55 yards
as the Melrose pass defense
was befuddled.
The Triggs were late show-
ing up for the game, but when
Coach Johnny Johnson's charges
hit the field it was obvious
that his team was fired-up and
came to dethrone Melrose, the
defending champ.
Manassas was held in check
in the first period which was
scoreless. Manassas broke the
— scoring ice by driving the ball
the senior end sped down the from becoming the first white Service Council of Kalamazoo,
sidelines for the TD. Curtis team to play in the nation's old- said after the incident, "Job
Broome kicked the point to giye'est high school postseason bowl Corpsmen are no loners wel,
Manassas its 10-7 halftime art. garae, come in Kalamazoo."
vantage.
Melrose shot back into the
Lead when Manassas missed a
golden opportunity to add
its advantage early in the thou
GREENCASTLE, Ind. — Ball period. An intercepted p a s
'gave the Tigers the pigskin OnState and Tennessee A & I, two Ithe Melrose 34. White and Wil
unbeaten football teams, have ham Herron carried the ball
been announced as the top con- to the 15 on three attempts.
tenders to play in the Grant.,The Trigg 'to -Trigg combine'
land Rice Bowl post-season gave the Tigers a first down
game Dec. 11 at Murfreesboro, on the two. W. Trigg w a
Tenn. thrown for a long loss and M,
The two schools led the pre- rose subsequently held
selection poll with two other,  downs on the 11,
g,unbeaten teams tied for sec-, Turning back the Tigers io
ond, according to Dr. James Melrose a big lift as the Oran'.:,
,Loveless, ahtletic director at'Mounders marched 89 yards f 
a ,DePauw University and chair- totielerawil the --ix poin
man of the selections commit-
tee.
The two finalists probatil
will not be selected until after,
Nos'. 20, Loveless said. Other.
teams receiving votes were
Muskingum, Ohio; Austin Ps
lay: Buller, Akron. St. Norbert
lUniversity of Chattanooga, an.,Sewanee.
•
We are pleased to announce that
THOMAS W. MURPHY, 111.
has become associated with us
as a registered representative for our corporation.
BRITTENUM ASSOCIATES INC.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES-MUTUAL FUNDS•INSURANCE
220 South Wellington Street Ph. 525-8751
Memphis, Tenn. 38126
This is the Canadian
you switch to when
you get richer.
•;ATITRDAY. NOVEMBER 20. 1965 6
'Big Blues Beat Lin:* 31-6
In The First 'Calmly CL:sie
BY EARL S. CLANTON III
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Capitaliz-
ing on miscues, undefeated
I Tennessee State shelled Lincoln
university 31 to 6 for their sev-,nessee's 30. After two plays
enth straight win and initial
Mid-Western loop game here Fddie
last Saturday.
',we with II :?8 still to play mint of the day and 13:55 min-t,
and a 15-yard penalty, Lincoln's,
for the Missouri Tigers only
he h If
Edwards raced 19 yards
neese booted his fourth extra,.
Using the first Gateway Clas-
'-ic as a backdrop, iniury-hob• 'fl t a •• etes later he toed a field gini
bled Eldridge Diekey complet. BOSSIE DOES WELL as the game clock ran out, ,
ed seven of 15 aerials for 101 ' "Elijah Bossie started the rehnnie Robinson helped in.
% ards and two touchdowns as eame in Mace of Dickey to- sere the team's scoring lead ita
the Big Blues left off with a dav." offensive coach Alvin the three - touchdown second





thimserlfe. s,,:ery well while eight-yard aerial to' cap a 69/




We did not play our game 
4.,"My leg is really beginning ,,
a great deal and threw my tiM- 1.t p our running attack. One 
T,iTennesseeheetn 
STATISTICS 6 0 0 01.--'-
ter the game. "It bothered me,. cause our passing game opens
ing off, because there was a makes the other work," Cole-throbbing pain the entire time man added. 
Tenn. Lincoln:
Turning miscues into touch. 
yEdi First RDaoshwinass: 4912 8I played." 7
Sophomore gliard Ken Pra- downs. the aterrittmen partial- YelS. Passing 149
ily set the stage for Coach Is Mocked anr,it:htelerfisaniliidlhd,11,I:.not
rT;ads"isettorconteiti 1
1, -11
'John A. Merritt's charges to l'rler it was 
fi,
,
ed the ball on Lincoln's 15. vembles Lost 4get their first touchdown by re- .
covering a Lincoln funible on. "lekey tossed to Leo Johnsob Punting 7,3.5
twice—first for seven yards.Yds. Penalized 175theldissourian's two-yard line.
BOWEN BULLS OVER
Bill Tucker drove to Lin-
coln's one in two plays before
Gene Bowens bulled over from
there for the game's first score
with 4:59 remaining in the first
period.
Minutes later, stout Lincoln
held the Merritmen for four
downs just inches away from
another touchdown before the
initial stanza ended. Bowens
took a short on Lincoln's 18
and rambled down to the tow
before he was bumped out of
bounds, setting up the first
time this season that the Big y
Blues have been held on a goal
Manassas rode the accurate from its own 21 to the Melrose
t2 where the Golden Wildcats'
defense stiffened.
George White, the workhorse
of the Manassas running game,
shocked the surprised Golden
Wildcats when he kicked a 37'
yard field goal. %This was no
small feat, especially in scho-
lastic play. The ball was put
down on the 27, and had to
, carry an additional 10 yards
from the goal line to the goal
Posts.
The 3-0 advantage was short.
lived as Melrose stormed back
.to take the lead in the see-saw
lbattle. Thomas Simmons didn't
;lose any time getting Melrose
down in scoring territory, with
a 36 yard pass to flanker James
Martin, setting up a touchdown
from the Manassas 25. Terry
Addison grabbed the scorrrag
Light with two defenders in the
JAlanassas secondary. Barry
Harris split the uprights for
the point after.
1TRIGG AT THROTTLE
Wilbert Trigg, who passed 305
yards and was on the receiv-
ing end of a short gain on an-
other, fired out in the flat to
brother Charles from the 26
on the first play after the kick-




If you have reached this degree
of affluence, congratulations.
If you haven't, cheer up. You've got
something to look forward to.
Seagram's
Canadian
snoisosistrai RI* Si stucessaesets s(1 apes pip 868 plot Oistutfit80.11.0.1.
9•••••INWINIWIlls
aoming on a line run by Ricky
Tate. Hit hard most of the
night Tate broke off right tackle
at the 41-yard stripe of Manas-
sas and out ran the tenacious
secondary ef the Tigers.
Manassas showed it was dc-
termined to emerge as the sic
tor by striking for two lightn-,
ing-like touchdowns in t h e.
fourth quarter to sew the game
up. W. Trigg hit his kin for a'
44-yard score and the next
time the Tigers got the ball thei
pesky junior did a prototype of
the play. This time C. Trigg
was 55 yards away. Broome
,added both conversions to make
it a good night for place kick-
era.
The Tigers were driving for
another score when Coach John-
son ordered his quarterback to
close his play book and run
out the clock. This is the first
city crown for Manassas since
1961.
With the title goes the host
spot in the Blues Bowl. It was
hoped that the sponsoring Beale
Street Elks would be able to
match Manassas with CBC
however that fizzled when the
,Brothers announced earlier in
; the week that injuries to key'





—A series of meetings are
scheduled this week between
Kalamazoo and Fort Custer;
Job Corps center officials to'
prevent a recurrence of last
Friday's destructive rampage
by 150 youths.
Feeling in the town—follow-
ing the melee which led to in-
juries to 15 persons ,incleding
three policemen, and the ar-
rest of 12 youths, including 11
Job Corpsmen — ranges from
anger to the calm feeling the
incident was just one of those
things."
Joseph .1. Dunnigan, execu-








Noland Smith, aferritt's fleet
mint return specialist, fumbled
Boyce Smith's punt, and Lin-1
coln revovered the ball' on Ten-
ass.
,...d again for the tally eith%
9:34 left in the third stanza. =
GILLIAM SCORES
Craig Gilliam, defensive mas-
ter and son of assistant coach..;11111
Joe Gilliam, intercepted at
45 yards to paydirt. Roy Mei








POET ACCLAIMED IN CAPITAL — Dr. Melvin B. Tolson,
center, Avalon Professor of Literature at Tuskegge, Ala.. is
welcomed to the District of Columbia by the literary
scholars. Bettie and Dolphin Thompson for a special read-
ing of selected poems from his new book, the epic poeni,
"Ilarleth Gallery, Book One, The Curator," and other poems
at the Coolidge auditorium of the library of Congress. Mr.
Thompson, a nationally known public relations counselor.
joined Stephen, English port and poetry consultant to the
Library of Congress in acclaiming Mr. Tolson as one of




TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,




66 MONROE SUITS 1176
527-5508
theilir APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.
  Coll BR 6-2751 1348 Poplar A ve.
20:Years Serving YN — We Want Your Business
OUR LOWEST PIIICE EVER!
  Automatitqlasher
Automatically Washes — Rinses antiSPin Dries
• Weer Ten, g• Selector
• Pocceiein Wash Tub
• Ttcluvre WaNAction Agitator
• 5 Fresh Water Rinses
• Super Spin Ory
• 5-year Transmtssion Warranty
hladet — AWF 1002
anummilmeme 
ONLY .








F,•errf Chao Hold, 51 Lb, ONLY . .401 Width C .hill 7,••
4.11 W104 eert•I•in Crl‘re• ()
E.Iriq•estip. Sestem
Hold, 34 141
4.T, Wau,st• es ‘ninen Per










• 2.Pc. Stud,' Sofa Into SRO-Sloops 2 •a Lamps and Shades
• Dte.tp Co r I Cons', • 3 Occostonel Tab].
• Club Cho.. to mato' • 5sPc. Dinet•-table, d Cho,.
• R•droom • D  • WO' • Fult • Chest
FREI Noma Trial
OLYMPIC STEREO
s13888' $250 Per Week
FIRST PAYMENT IN 1966



























































































vote by Martin Luther King,
Oi
r.'s 20-member Special Task
orce in Voter Registration sts-
oned in Montgomery, Ala.
Albert Turner, who says he
was born on the "heels of slay-
O ESSO RESEARCH SCIENTIST — Dr. Rich-ard F. Neblett of Esso Research and Engi-
neering company, standing, has been named
an assistant director of his company's new-
ts created division, the Enjay Chemical
Laboratories. Dr. Nebleti, whose home is in
Plainfield, New Jersey, will continue to
head the research on agricultural products
which has been his responsibility as an as-
sistant director of products research for WS
firm. Above, Dr. Neblett and an Esso Re-
search associate, T. S. Gill, right, review
some of the recent developments in their
field with Dr. Hans Ilechelmann and Anton
Specht, agriculturtats from West Germany.
Dr. Neblett was recently elected president
of the Plainfield Hoard of Education. Ills
company is the principal scientific affiliate
of Ilumble Oil and Refining company and
Esso-affiliated companies worldwide.
Never Too Old To Vote, 115-
Yr. Old Says; Registers
ATLANTA — A 115-year-old see him some time, but I don't
man has been added to the list want to go too far . . . because,
of 7,490 Negroes registered to I might not get back.
Albert Turner is only - one of
a number of persons over one
hundred years who has been1
registered by t h e Southernf
Christian Leadership Conference
Department of Voter Registra;
ery" and claims M be 115 years lion M Montgomery.
old, walked seven dusty country The First C.M.E. Church 01
miles and registered to vote Montgomery recently honored!
with federal examiners, newly registered Cora Williams,
Turner, who has outlived two 105, and Reverend Andrew Car- '
wives and 12 children, first reg• ter, 100. at a special rally.
istered when he was 21 years, Reverend Carter who started
old. "1 voted until I was 50 "shuckin' corn" when he was
years old and things got too four years old, said the young
contrary. But you never gets too
old to vote."
Racous laughter punctuated
biographical sketches and com-
ments on life-in-general: "I reg-
istered for the Army in World
War I. They told me I was too gunna do no good, but we got,
old. If I was too old then I'll to register for °there."
always betoo old." they're down, you geed heiCto
The serret of long life is get 'ern up."
"gettln' up early in the morn • One wish of this man who lives
ing . . . to eat. 1 got to eat." a mile and a half from hia birth.
The younger generation Is "hell place is that someday he will
f
hen they's up, and when, meet Dr. Martin L. King, Jr.,
the God sent man." "I'd like to [ "I declare," exclaimed Wil.'
"Freedom Fighters" leading the
Montgomery drive are "workln'
so hard for freedom because
they look back where we come
from. and they ain't going to




TEL AVIV, Israel — (UPI)
— About 150 African students
protesting Britain's role in the
Rhodesian crisis besieged the
British Embassy, hurling atones
through windows and tossing
zgs.
A Union Jack soaked in gaso-
line was burned in front of the
Cm busy.
Two demonstrators were in-
jured in a scuttle with police.
1The disorder erupted after the
!students had handed a memo-
randum to the embassy staff.
"No one was hurt in the em-
bassy," a British spokesman
said, "several windows were
broken."
hams, "it is easy to register Ne-
groes when you have the help
of friendly federal registrars
Even the old Negroes, who have
lost all hope of ever voting





PITTSBURGH — Gulf Oil
Corporation of Pittsburgh was
cited for outstanding achieve-
ment in the field of human re-
lations at the 31st annual con-
ference of the Pennsylvania
NAACP.
Henry E. Smith, NAACP
state president, presented a
plaque to Craig Thompson,
Gulf's director of public rela-
tions, at a conference banquet
in Prussia, Pa.
In his presentation, Smith
noted that Gulf is the recipient
of the newly-established award
to be presented annually to a
Pennsylvania employer "which
has made unusual progress in
hiring of Negroes; in the in-
tegration of Its employees and
in its contributions to the ad-
vancement of Negroes."
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you are clean and tired of high rates






are about to loose your license
need an SR-22 filing at once
have under age 25 problems
need free help, advice, quick




988 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.
Xmas Gift Certificate
10% Discount 10% Discount
This certificate entitles you to send the TRI-STATE DEFENDER
as a gift from you to the person of your choice at a 10% discount
*ACT NOW! LIMITED TIME ONLY
52 ISSUES
REGULAR $6.00 NOW $5.40
Effective Now Till Christmas
am min amok 11101 an ma MIR ma NA an dm MI IONS INIM
•
Clip Out
MO OW AM MEW ••■•• am= 11■1. NS AM WO IND MIRO
Clip out








CITY and STATE ZIP CODE 
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST -5011 POPLAR (Al MLN.DENHAIll
MIDTOWN--16?0 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children






& White or Yellow
CAKE MIX










HAMBURGER Fresh Ground •
or 39C off any package weighing i Lbs. or more
With coupon •nd 15.00 odditi•nal purchase, szclud.ng valu•
of coupon rn•reharcidls• (fresh ',Ilk prsiducts and tobacco also
•Ncluded in complianc• with stot• low). On• coupon per
custorn•r. Coupon ststpit•• Midnight Wsdn•sday Nov. 24.









216 Oz Cans 19












With coupon and 55.00 add? tional p Lachass, occluding volua a(
coupon nusrchondis• (fr•sh rn.ilk products and t•bocc• also •x-
cluded in complionc• with state Lou.), On• coupon per customer.
Coupon eripires Midn)ght Wed,r..riny Nor. 24.
Martha White





11961 IMPALA Conveitible 
1960 IMPALA 4-dr. H.T. Flower. Extra sharp 
1960 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-dr. H.T. Full power 
1959 FORD 2-dr. Ready to go. Nice 
1953 CHEVROLET4Ar. A real nice car
Gives $1 Million To Negro Colleges
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
here has awarded a grant of
61 million to be shared and
matched by 23 predominantly
Negro colleges in Southern
states.
The grant is designed to en-
courage the schools to develop
their own additional sources of
income to match the Founda-
tion funds.
Seven of the schools h:.ve
been awarded 666,667 each and
the 16 others will get $33,333
each, according to Dr. Freder-
ick D. Patterson, chairman of
the Cooperative College Devel-
opment Program, with which















DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966 .
Floor Models Reduced
s100"
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWILL I Open Ndes 'Til 9 1 4556 SUMMER




GUESTS OF LINKS, INC.—Six young girls
attended the recent presentation of "As You
Like It" on the stage of LeMoyne college's
Bruce Hall by a traveling Shakespearean
company. They were the guests of LINKS,
Inc., Memphis chapter, which sponsors
cultural affairs for young people. All resi-
dents of the Goodwill home for Children,
the girls are seen with the executive direc-
tor of the home, Mrs. Mildred T. Heard, at
left, front row. Others on front row, from
left, are Sarah Cleveland, Emma Parker
and Theresa Parker. On rear row, same





Fall in for the Social Set, see
Mr. Thomas Craig for your
After Six Formals, rentals or
buying. Wool blend or 100°C.
wool or mohair in the latest
continental style. Now is the
time to set up your Christmas
wardrobe: Get ready for party-
ing and get right for your
Christmas wardrobe. Also see
me for your tailored suits and
slack suits. We lust received














1963 CHEV. 9-possenger wagon, Air ond pow. 
1963 CORVETTE Convertible. Double Sharp
1965 CORVETTE Convertible. Like New 
1962 IMPALA 4 Dr. Automatic. One owner 
1962 IMPALA Spt. Cpe., Power, It's new
1962 T-BIRD Air and power. Like new 
1961 FORD 4-dr. Galoxie. Air and power 

















WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0 1111
mu







































SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1966
Weaver Student Wins Prizes
A three-time winner is Willa
Goodwyn, an eighth grader 4-
H'er at Weaver Elementary
school.
Willa, who has been with
,the CH Club for three years,
'has chosen poultry as her pro-
ject.
In September, 1964, she went
to Shadowlawn School to a 4-H
activity and won second place
and received a eash award of
six dollars.
On August 17, 1965, she com-
peted with other 4-1I'ers at the
Penal Farm and won first place
there and received a cash
award.
Then again. on October 7, she
went to Shadowlawn School and
won first place and received a
cash award of eight dollars.
While there, she sold extra
chickens at $2.25 each and was
able to net for herself $13.5$.
Willa says she enjoys /ter
membership in the club and
her poultry project.
Willa's advisors are Mrs.
Louise Carter, and Miss Inez
Taylor, teachers at Weaver Ell
mentary school.
Leonard Holley is principal.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Number of papers wanted weekly
 4
lassified Ads • •
Help Wanted HOME FOR SALE i HOME FOR SALE
MAKE MONEY AT HOME
Cad h paid for Information leading to





readers and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Mite, Personnel Dept. c-op
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.







wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Stree
Memphis, Tema.
PART TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 2759g76
Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 COM-
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
Guaranteed income, educated. reined,
25 to 60 Experienad In teaching,
club, church or community wort Not
employed, unencumbered. the typo that
does not usually answer advertise-
ments but desires interesting. fun-time
position rendering cervices of natural
Importance and being well paid for
same.
Write to' TRI-STATE DEFENDER
BOX 311
Memphis, Tenn.
LONGVIEW HEIDISTSBEAUTIFUL 820 E. MALLORY — Lovely 6 RoomBrick. 25 Ft. Living-Dining Rm., Nero2 ACRE LOT Roof & Water Heater. Enclosed Car-LOCATED ON HWY. 64. 3 MILES port. Drapes, Stove. Automatic Wash-
H 
Cr. 2 Air Conditioners.FROM LAKELAND. $1.600.00 CAS 






1247 N. Evergreen 274.5809
Member Amer Real Estate Assn.
Business Services
WANT TO BUY — OLD SIGNS,
posters, used before 11140 advertislag
cigarettea, medicines, soft drinks, Ste.. 
anythingfrom old stores Including
Retorts. What do you have In your
back storeroOml ain MU 3-468e.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
crackerjack salesman to reach the
Negro market — biai oar want ad
department.
526-B397
Our readers are waiting to buy your
products — Let Tri-State Defender
deliver your advertising message —
We reach • nudes Market
CHRISTMAS 18
GIVING TIME
Avon Coornetics apPeal to every mem-
ber of the family. Show these QUAL-
TY PRODUCTS and each In on this






Rade,. sheet music, histories, English,
flatten, end all kinds of new and
Wed books.
nt)11)4,..ni SALE. BETH SHOLOM
Wedneeday,4184 g ayM enadnednha;ridRidy:
kept. 22. 23, 24. Open 10 All. to 6
P.M Clothing, materials, draper'''.
houaewares, furniture and toye.
Finest Quality. Name Brand. Euro-
pean Wigs. NO MONEY DOWN smaa
monthly payment.
BOUMAN WIG GALLERY 527-9511
Shelbourne Bldg. 141 N. Manassas




Na competition. To service and set tin
new accounts in exclusive territory.
Investment secured by fast moving tn-
rentory of amazing plastic coating
toed on all typea of surfaces. Interior
or exterior. E/Iminates waxing when
*Milted to any txpe of floor. Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment — $500
Maximum Investment — 512.000
For details write or call:
Phone. 314 AX 1-1500
PLAS0U1IN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 63074
3 salesmen wanted at E & L Sales
Company 306 South Main Street.
6100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le-




Needs: All-around, non-union printer
immediately: experienced advertising.
circulation and editorial people; photog-
rapher: willing to work and cooperate
for progresa Attractive salaries, draws,
commissions, fringe benefits, etc. Send
crimple.n resume and -references to:
Publisher. The Photo News, P. 0.
Box 1583, West Palm Beach, Florida
33402.
Maida Guaranteed GOOli New York
Live-In Joba $35 - 955 weekly fare
advanced. Harold Employment Agency.
Dept. 658. Lynbrook. New York.
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LAROE 3-noma a BATH APTS




64—THEATER TYPE SEATS. SUIT.
able for churches, good condition
52 50 each 398.7472
One cltiphone C B Radio, 23 Channel.
New. Mobile Antenna and Rase An-
tenna. Everything needed for Mobile
and Base Operation $200. 683.1600.





Bibles. Sheet Music. Histories, Eng-




Lovely Fieldstone. nr. Pine Hill School.
$375 down Incl. all. Notes $65 No
ova/I/Ting. Neva scotsert. 357-5621,
mints Mary Myers Realty. 357-0361
HOMES VISE SALE
Leafliew His. eabdIvIeles slimming
centers. imitable, canines, nearly es-
luccd•
1751 PRF,STON ST.
260.00 down, notes approx. 85.00 par
month. 2 bedroom. with nice yard.
Vacant. Immediate pomesslon. Ruby
Beard • 396-1605. Lucius Sere Realty
274-5809
-
1101 Special. or can be bought on
convent's'. Clean 2 bedmom brick.
Leaving lots of extras nub house.
020 Decatour Si. near CI Nortn Mem-
plii• pie -us. cat-Bees & school nearing.
Roby Reerd 296-16116. Lucille here
Realty. 274-6609
Equity oar*
Need tmlating -- 260.00 down di pick
up Wiles — 62.00 per month — 3
bedrooms.
RUBY SFARD 386-11181
Leellie Soy Realty 1744005
76 CHURCH PEWS. S FT. LONG.
$10 per pew. 397-1201
SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO







CALL US BEFORE YOU Aft(,,
EALIARRASSED





Wigs t00% Human Orle..tal Hair
Handmade. vrou• at 0180, our brie.
$90. Machine made, value at $OO. Low
as $45. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
Wanted. Hudson Barbee Import & Ex-
poet. 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis,
Tenn. Ph. 398-1068.
693 FRANK CIR.— 7 ROOM BRICK.Living Rm . 18 ft. Dining Room,Kitchen, Sep. Breakfast Room, '3 Bed-rooms. 2 Bathe. Carport. blkSchool, Pecan & Fruit Tree..
731 E. Davant - - NICE 7 RM. HOMEwith 2 baths. I.R. DR. Kit., 2 BR.bath. Also has apartment of 2 nAoins& bath with sePerate entrance. A goodBuy. Only $10,500.00
2102 LARAMIE — 6 ROOM FIEISTUNK. Plaatered. w,tv carpeting,netlan Blinds. Air conditioner loco,ed. Owner will pay $275.00 of CHIna cost. Or buy reasonable equand assume U. G. I. Loan.
F. L. SNELLINGS 386-375
LUCILLE SERE REALTY COMPANY1247 N. Evergreen 274-5509Nero. American Real Estate Assn,
OPEN SUNDAY
2:30 TO 5:30




BRICK HOME ONLY 8 YEARS OLD.
LARGE LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM. LARGE EAT-IN KITCHEN.
NATURAL WOOD CABINETS, 3
BEDROOMS, 2 WITH LARGE
WALK-IN CLOSETS. 11/2 BATHS,
ATTIC FAN, 2 AIR CONDE, COM-
PLETELY REDECORATED. MI
THIS IF YOU APPRECIATE AND
WANT A LOVELY HOME.
695 FRANK CL.
LOVELY BRICK
LARGE LIVING ROOM, IS FT. DIN-
ING ROOM. KITCHEN. SSP
BREAKFAST ROOM, 3 BEDROOMS. 2
CER. TILE BATHS. CARPORT. CY-





ROOM COMB. KITCHEN INCLIIIIKS
STOVE & AUTO. WASHER, BUILT-




LARGE LIVING ROOM. EXTRA
LARGE EAT-IN KITCHEN WITH
BUILT - IN OVEN, ELECTI-UC
STOVE. VENTAHOOD 2 LAROX
BEDROOMS, LG. CLOSETS 26 TT.
PANELED DEN. BUILT-IN CAR-
PORT WITH LARGE STORMIN
ROOM. PAINTED REDWOOD SID-




2 BATHS. LOVELY YARD & FLOW-
ERS LR.. DR., KIT.. 2 BR & BA794.










Member Amer. Real Estate Assn.
FIRST PRINTING
P 0 E M — Written While JFK Lay In State.
Suitable For Framing.
Send $1 P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
NATHAN'SflLOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
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